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KEEP THE
SECRETARY LIBBY
MATTER ROLLING
WILL INSTALL

f

PRICE 4 CENTS

SKET BALL
CHRISTMAS AT THE ANNUAL ROLL CALL
FANS GATHER METHODIST CHURCH OF MT. SADDLEBACK

The Christina's entertainment at
North Franklin Grange held their High School Team Wins the Game
The Lodge in Prosperous Condition
regular meeting Saturday afternoon,
the Methodist chunclh was carried^
December
27.
The
master
ga.ve
a
Which
Was
a
Good
One.
on according to the program pub
— Officers to be Installed
Cherished by Many.
very interesting report of the do________
lished in last week’s Maine WoodsJanuary 6.
in.gs at the State Grange. A spec*
In spite of the inclement Weather,
The church, was prettily decorat
Instead of the good old society nearly ial meeting of
North. Franklin a good crowd of djted-in-wool basket
loaded j Mt. Saddleback Lodge No- 92 I.
three-fourths of a century old being Grange P off H., No- 186 will he held ball fans gathered in Frenc'h’s Hall, ed and one tree heavily
' O- O. F., held its Annual Roll Call
dead, she is much alive as evidence in Friday, January 23 for the purpose Friday evening and saw the King- with gifts.
all directions go to show.
of installing the officers and work- field High school basket ball quint"
At tlje close o f the program Miss ! Tuesday evening, Dec. 30, 42 memOwing to the conditionswhich have ing degrees.
Picnic dinner- E- H. ette initiate the season
with
a Crowell, t)he pastor, gave a very in I bers being present.
After the regular business a short
existed the past month or more regard- Libby, secretary o f the Maine State sweeping victory over the Alumni
teresting talk on, Christmas day in entertainment was presented, . ais
ing the financial standing
of the so- j Grange will be the installing
of- by a score of 41 to 27Although
monologue, H. O- White;
ciety it has been necessary for the offi- fleer. The next regular meeting will |both teams were paralysed at times India illustrating the difference in follows:
[ story* j . E. Noble; vocal solo, M.
cers to interview scores of the mem-1 be held Saturday afternoon, January i for roughness, the game was fast the celebrationR. Keyes; recitation, €• D. Camipbers who belong to the society, and it 10.
i and kept the spectators
on
edge
j
bell; recitation, Dana Aldrich; ori
seems very appropriate at this time to
j throughout the 40 minutes of play.
BUBIERS MAY H AVE
GREAT
ginal poem;, W- S- Toothaker; song,
herewith assert the united decision of
| The first half was bard fought
W EALTHF. M- Diaviis; declamation, G. Wsuch.
|and close, the two teams being apGrover; remarks; paper, F. M. DavThe question has been put directly to
i parently very evenly matched and
It was rumored on the street ! is and C. D. Campbell.
the members and citizens as follows:
this week that gentlemen
from
Last .but not least one of those
Do you want North Frank lin Agricul
Mttural society to disband and Toothaker j
_ _ _ _ _
________
High school.
In the second half., Portland had been in town in con  oyster suppeiv,, for which
park and Phillips to go off the map for
however, the High school hoys un sultation with the Bubier family) in Saddleback Lodge is noted* was
the future and allow a cloud and thick Bear Evidently Eats Paws for corked a burst of dash and speed regard to property owned by 'them, served in the banquet rooms.
•Commirtt.ee in charge of the en
shadow to hang over our heads for all
that swept the Alumni o ff
their
in Portland* in the
section a- tertainment was F. M- Davas, C.
time?
Food.
feet, and fccoi ed 18 points to the
round the Union station and the D- Campbell and Dana Aldrich.
No, we do not. It’s a pity to do such
________
latter’s seven.
Tbe High school
land where the station now stands.
Mt. Saddleback Lodge is in a very
a rash thing. Why don't you officers
Mrs. Stetson o f Sandy River iplan- showed greater proficiency in pas From a member o f the family
we prosperous condition with an ingo ahead and keep the thing going?
sing
and
team-work
and
greater
Itation pnoved herself a good
shot
149
Please wait a moment and we w ill; recently when she dropped a bear accuracy in shooting baskets both learn that no one has been here but j vested fund of $3464-72 and
|that a lawyer is look,'.ng the matter (members, two applicat oiisj having
try to explain. This society is not tllat
beejl
herself on j fromi
fi0l0r and 011 fouls*, as an
composed of just a few officers but of .^e wioodpile in the doer yard.
If examination of the box ®core will re-' up and that N3/1111111 Bubier lhas teeU bean presented at this meeting,
t in Portland on this businessThe following officers have been
over 400 members, who contribute, or seems that Sid Harden and some veal; but the Alumni played an, e>Tlie informant .states that they elected for the ensuing year: Noble
should contribute $1.00 each as a mem- others had followed the bear for a- pecially commendable game when
bership fee, to assist in defraying the while, and ho had com e along down their lack of practice and training do not know very much about it Grand, Dana Aldrich; Vice Grand,
at the preseht tame.
C- Edwin White; Secy., WS.
expenses to run the machine and it is
road and finding this woodpile is taken into account.
Toothaker;
Treais.,
MW.
Tooth
It
it
can
be
proved
they
are
the
Among
the
ind.vidual
stars,
Port
not only your privilege but your duty where the sun was shining warmly
wben a pinch comes to lay your shoul and being pretty tired, he decided er o f tbe K. H- S. and E- Tufte of owners of this pr.qp.srty it wail iee." aker; Trustees, E. V- Holt, F. B.
der to the wheel and help boost the to take a little resti the Alumni shone most brilliantly, tainly .be a good sized windfall that (Davenport, and G. W. Grover; Hall
The o f '
thing along, and it gives me pleasure " Mrs- Stetson looked out of the each scoring six baskets from the will come to thie Bubier family, and IAgent, F- B. Davenport.
j ficera .will be instal.ed
Tuesday
to find nearly all ready to do thia when window! and siaw him, and grabbing floorPorter was also veryr ac- w* hqtpe ijjt -will be certifiedj evening* Jan- 6, b y D. D- G. M-, A.
invited to do so. There seems to be a her rifle took a shot atj him] with ! curate in. foul-shoo ting* caging the
L. Oakes o f Rangeley.
sphere in five out of seven attempts.
united feeling to get out some lumber, j
sneoees.
There were many floral tributes, a------------------------------- cedar posts, work and even cash are
tfg xm/usuaJ for a bear to be |Alward showed -class at center and
nyong them being a broken column
very
offered to help repair the grand stand, roaming e pound at this season of i Norton at guard, performed
by the Davis Lodge F- & A. M..
fix up the fences and renew the pole the year and he was probably very -creditably! both on the offensive
Mr. Sweet was a
resident. of
E.
Winter
around the track next summer and the hungry also as he had chewed two amd the defensivemoving
forward, Strong for several yeans
ladies have already offered to give a ^ his paws badlyHe iwtais very) playied a strong game at
from
Avon
there.
He
lived
on the
baked bean dinner at the Agricultural j>oar.
throwing four baskets, one of them
farm nx>w owned by Fred Wells for
hall when a bee is made for the repair
T. .
. . , ... ,
___ _ ‘
a
spectacular
shot
made
at
a
diffi^
It is stated that bears are very
He was b om in New
It is expected that Lambert hail
cult angle from half the length of many yearsW°r, *
, . ,.
.
.
. , ..
plenty in the Rangeley region this
the courtT be line up and sum Vineyard in 1839 and was the son will be lea ed byt the business men
The band stand has been donated the
season.
of Mr. and Mrs. Alan on Sweet. The in BeaJt Block for a year,
and
marysociety and the officers are going to
family consisted o f three brothers they will have the letUug it
to
Alumni
K. H. S.
place shoes under it soon and move it
r f E. Wintefl and two sisters, Mrs. M- W. Bean, parties, they dec.dle advisable. Much
to the park near the grand stand to be chairman o'f the trustees to draw up Mitchell, Barden r f
1 f E- Tuft'S Timothy Sweet, the deceased, Mrs- fear has always been entertained
fitted up and used as band stand, ticket two or three subscription papers and Porter l f
lust
collect the names of anyone in the vi- ! Alward c
c Small Amanda Ed wards and Alanson S w e e t in regard to lire (.and wuth
office and fakirs’ accommodation.
who
died
many
years
agoMr.
cause)Last
week
it
was
discov
cinity
of
North
Franklin
who
is
willing
Page,
Wing,
r
8
O.
Tufts
The tide seems to be flowing the
had
right way just now and let’s all turn on to assist in cash, work or material to Mitchell, Barden r f 1 g G. Winte*’ Sweet miarried Mists. Susan Sweet, ered that a cigarette stub
Soore—K. H. S., 41; Alumna/ 27. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Diah been thrown into the a »h\ bucket
oil instead of water and help the thing be used for improvements.
1 ! and was found smoking. As it hop*
Goals frofm floor—Porter 6, E- Tufts Sweetalong. It has been suggested by the
Please let’s keep the thing rolling.
Mr. Sweet was very prominent 'in p,ened it landed where there was no
6, Alward 4, Norton 4, E- Winter
4, Barden 2, Mitchell 1, Wing
1, Masons being a past master, and danger, but it might have been in
He
was a a dangerous place and no one would
Small 1, G. Winter 1Goals
on also in the Grange.
free tries—-Porter 5# E. Tufts
3- member of the Methodist church in have been the wiser until the fire
Referoe—L. N. Wyman. Timer—C. Strong, until his removal to Port- was well underway- The new lessees
Winter. I.land when, he took a letter from wall employ a janitor who will look
McMullen:
Scorer—CMountain View. Maine
that church! to the Chestnut street after the halll after all entertain
Time—two twenty minute halves
is
j
Methodirt church an Portland.
He ments to see that everything
Por farther particulars write or address
W© understand there will be
L O C K Y E R — VILES
joined the church when he was a* safe.
L. E. BOW LEY,
bout 21 years of age.
He was sex n o more mojving picture shfqwts al
Mi&s M«rlym Vile’s .of Flagstaff ton o f that church for some time.
lowed,
i
Mountain View,
»
»
*
Maine.
and gcott S. Lockyer of
Eustfis
It as hoped some imiprovemen'tfs
Mr- Sweet was a man of exemj were married Wednesday morning* plary character, and had the re can be made as the hail is in a very
December 24, at the home o f Mrs. spect of his friends and acquain dilapidated condition at the pres
E. H. Vfles.
The single ring ser tances.
He was of an
unusually ent time.
G R A N T ’S C A M P S ,
K E N N E B A O O , M A IN E vice was usedRev. Mr. Gilipatrick sunny deposition making those aAt the meeling Monday night a
We do not approve of the hunters’ license this fall, but we do not
of the Congregational church o ffic rouud him1 happy.
He leaves
a courmitee com iblirg of ,W. B. But
believe that it will keep everyone out of Maine. Our camps will be open
iated.
widow, two sons, Andrew) Sweet of ler, C- M. H)0yt and J. Blaine M or
all the season. Trains every day.
Mrs. Lockyer was graduated from Portland and Diah Sweet of Strong rison were appointed to look, after
Central Maine General hospital in and one daughter, Miss Ethel Sweet, the mattem
Maine Woods
well
Lewiston In, 1909.who is at home on account of ill as everyone in town will be glad to
Mr. Lockyer was a member of the health
One daughter Ida, died at learn o f this new movie whiclh will
The most wonderful hunting in Maine is on the
I clasis of 1909 U- of M- and is now the home in Avon when .qullte young, insure the safety of a large
a~
employed as a forester by the Ber
B LA .K E SLE E P R E S E R V E O F 30,000 ACRES.
The deceased ta s been in poor mount of -p.operty.
lin Mills company, Berlin, N. H.
We guarantee you a shot at a deer. Birds are more numerous than
health for several ytearu and for !
ever before. If you want real hunting, write
They left by automobile for a
the past year or morn was confin C R IT IC A L
PEROPERATION
r
JOE WHITE, Eustis, Maine, for booklet and particulars.
y short bridal tour.
Skinner. Maine after October 1.
ed to his room) most of the timeFORMEDi
Has last sickness was o f only
a
O B IT U A R Y
few days’ duration, being taken
Mrs. L- A. WortMey underwent a
worse cn Sunday m o r n in g , Decem
very .critical operation this mprming
OSCAR SWEiET
ber 21 and ©asang away] Tuesday
performed iby Dra- John Thompson
the 23rd.
His disease was dia
of Portland C. W. Bell of Strong
The remains of Mr. Oscar Sweet
Do you know that the R A N G E L E Y L A K E S A N D DEAD of Pprtland, formerly of this town betesand E. C. Higgins o f Phll.Mpe.. They
He was tenderly cared for by the removed a large growth from
the
RIVER REGION situated on a high tableland in northern MAINE, were brought to Strong for burial
family^ his sion Andrew living near stomach .and aili&o the appendix- Mirs.
is an ideal country in the SUMMER SEASO N , being about 2,000 ! last Friday nigbt, the services beand looking after lai's- father daily,
feet above the sea level with m agnificent mountain scenery, ing held Saturday afterndoau at the doing everything possible for his Worthley has beein quite fill fler
about four weeks hut was
taken
Methodist church at 2 o’clock con 
spring water, pure air, and the best o f accommodations, from a
comfort.critically ill Tuesday .night;
and
ducted by Re.v. W. P- Holman,, with
The body was placed in the tomb It was not thought that she could
Palatial, fashionable hotel to the modest but clean and com fortable H- A. Chandler, funeral director% cabin.
The Masonic service was used and •until spring when it will be inter Mve through the day Wedneteday. As
we go to! press she
still under
there ,was a good attendance of the red in the family lot.
Much sympathy is expressed for the influence o f the anaesthetic
membens of Davis Lodge of Strong.
Publishes a booklet descriptive o f this territory, which contains a
the family, especially tor the widow but the operation, wrasi successful. neat little map o f this whole region. It is yours fo r the asking.
Misis Pushee is the nurse in
at
BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS wanted. Devote spare time or all and daughter who are both in very
next summer gathering them. I pay almost market prices. Some
worth Beveral dollars. Profitable, interesting, healthful and easy
tendance and another nurse will
work for outdoor people.
Prepare now and be ready for poor health and unable to accom 
Address
“ SPRING.” Send 2c stamp for valuable information, and begin
ners get instructions. JAMES SINCLAIR, Entomologist, Dept. 9
arrive this ncton.
pany the remains to StrongLOS ANGELES, CAL.

Korth Franklin Agricultural Society

LADY SHOOTS BEAR
IN HER DOOR YARD|“
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NEW LESSEES FOR
LAMBERT HALL

Mountain V iew House |

!

W h e r e A r e You Planning
Your Vacation the Go.ming

to Spend
Season?

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

P. N. B E A L , G. P.

Phillips, Maine.

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, JANUARY 1, 1914

New

deer country, has gone home not
fully satisfied.
Stroudsburg, ,Pa, D-ec. 16Mr. Umstatter says he was mak
To the Editor of Maine Woods;
ing his way back to the camip in
Please send my paper to above the Squa Plan region one afternoon
address until April 1st, 1914, instead when he stepped over a log, appar
of Asbury Park, N. J.
I wish that ently fallen naturally across a run
.2 5 Rim Fire-*-for all game
you would use your influence as a way.
smaller than deer. Uses car
sporting paper to have a repeal of
tridges of surprising accu 
In au instant he was jerked into
the $25 license law for non-residents* the air by one leg and as soon a»
racy up to 200 yards,
I think it unfair tim ply
because j jje coukj collect his senses
he
powerful and reli
counting the expense o f a trip to the! f0und himself dangling from a stout
able but cheap
Its exclu siv e fea tu re s : the quick, smooth working “ pump" Jtc- woods added and coat of s'aying, |sapling, head downwardHe had
becauser/w tum; the wear-resisting Special Smokeless Steel barrel; the modern
Jot stepped into a deer tinar-e set, he
solid-top ar.J side ejector for rapid, accurate firing, increased safety the non-resident is leaving a
fire.
and convenience. It has take-down construction and Ivory Bead
Rifle with
of money in the state and practi believes, by some pot-hunter from a
front sight; these cost extra on other rifles of these calibres.
round barrel
cally paying the whole bill for game neighboring lumber campO u r 128 p a g e ca ta lo g d escrib es th e full 77Zcir/t/l
$13.15
lin e. S ent fo r th ree stampa p osta ge. W rite fo r it.
preservation and is not taking out
H,e wore laoe-d hunting boots and
7 Shots rjrv -m
/•
MC*
A’
W illo w S tr e e t
one deer for every one hundred deer there was no way of getting them
/ A & / / IC U X l/ ljr ir e a r / T L S t o . N e w H a v e n . C o n n .
killed.
The balance residents) get off but by performing a contortion
and pay nothing in way o f license. I feat of which he never
supposed
have been gunning in Maine
for himself capableThough he weighs
JO E DIGNARD AND HIS BIG T A M E anyway, because II don’t think three
months would be long enough for the last nine years and have spent more than 200 pounds, Mr- Umstatte
BEAR
me to get one unless I had a gun on the average fouit weeks at some wriggled himself into a position
Bears are sporting camp, but this year I felt where he could cut the fctout cord
Nofw in Winter Quarters on His Is* or a modern bear traphunting
not
v-eryi
plenty
and
old
trappers
wil more on the principal of the thing, which held him with his
land in Wilson Pond.
tell you that it is) not an easy than the extra $10 that it was rub knife and shinned down the tree.
bing it in on. the people that keep He was so wrenched and lamed by
Joe Dignard, hunter, trapper and thing to catch one under the most the camps going and I spent
my the experience that he was not able
all round woodsman spent Christ- favorable conditions.
gunning time in Pennsylvania and to leave tbe camp for several daysCatching
deer
would
be
easierI
mas day in Lewiston, having come
more
Lawyers here to whom he applied
tr.ee I also might add that I saw
from his camp on Dignard’s JMand, could make a snare out o f
deer in this vicinity in one
week for a suggestion to
recompensate
roots
and
catch
a
deer
in
a
short
Wilson Lake, Kennebec
County,
than I did about Squa Pan. Lake re |him for his suffering advi ed- him
time.
The
small
roots
of
an
elm
where with his tame hear and a
gion in two weeks.
Of
course to lay his case before the State Fish
pack of five dogs he is quartered tree properly twisted make a very
moose are not here aud you can le and Game CommLeion.
good
snare.
I
should
plan
to
get
for the winter.
Joe is in fine
gally only kill one buck and the
Chief Inspecting Warden Frank
form and says he is enjoying life a suit of deer skin but believe me
country7 don't appeal to me
like C- Perkins at the Bangor station
1
should
not
bother
with
MrBruin.
immenselyMaine but I think that in all fair says deer snaring used to be quite
About the fiist workisi spoken by And mind yipu I could catch a bear
ness to visiting sportsmen a $15 common, but liar-l been practiced
if
it
was
possible
for
any
live
mam
Dignard when he met a Sun
man
could little of late years, now that
the
So license is plenty* and you
were:
“ Well I see that
fellow in this country to catch onemake up the difference in
some warden service is extended and the
far
as
skinning
an
animal
with
a
Knowles killed a tame bear in his
other way if the state needis
the penalty for game law violations very
little four-foot pit.
Say,
that sharp rock goes, that is all right.
money.
severe.
It
can
be
done
easily7
makes me tiredAnybody could
Sincerely,
“ Getting food would also be a
kill a tame bearWhyi I've got a
Chas. J- Black. S O C K A L E X IS INDIAN B A L L P L A Y 
Take it
in
tame bear that will weigh/ 400 very7 simple matterER DEAD.
list and I’ll bet money I can.
I the fall of the year there are plen
YOUN
G
S
P
O
T
T
S
IN
F
IN
E
FORM'
It would also be a
fist and I’l bet money I can.
I ty of .berrie--.
Louis Sockalexis, a Penobscot In
want no dub, just my bare fist- very simple thing to catch all of
That may sound big but its noth the fish one could eatThe whole Thirteen-Year Old Trapshooter Wins dian, who won fame as a ball play
er, dropped dead of heart disease
ing.
I killed one tame bear a few thing would be easy enough for rue
Five Matches From Adults.
while engaged in a logging opera
years ago when Mr- Bear turned o,n and I'd like the chance to try it if
tion in the town of Burlington, De
me and tried to tear me to pieces. I could see a good dollar in it. But
Veteran trap shooters looked on cember 24.
Louis was an uncle of
Why it
Mind you that bear was tame but he that bear stuff don’t goin wonder as Ra ph K- Spotts, four Andrew Sockalexi , tbe marathon
had am ugly disposition.
When he is ridiculous.
I’il bet you
can’t
teen-year-old son of Ralph L- Spotts runner, who was married the pa&t
turned on me I grabbed him up and keep my tatue bear in a four-foot
club champion, scored 126 clay pig fail and he was 41 yeais of age.
threw him to the ground with such pjt two minuttes.
And a pit that
eons out of a total o f 150 sprung
Like the nephew, Louis Sockal
force that it stunned him .
Then wouldn’t hold a tame bear two min
for him, and won five of the eight exis was a natural athlete, and was
I finished him with my
hunting utes would never catch a wild bear.
events in the Laichniont (N.
Y-) able to run a 100 yards in 10 * sec
knifeThat bear dressed
160 Not on your lifeYacht Club sheet Saturday. It was onds when at hie best- He became
pounds.
Alive he easily weighed
Joe is living alone with his bear a performance the average exper
known as a .baseball playier in 1895-0
200 pound?.
and dogs on his1 island in Wilson ienced expeit could well be proud
when he played ceutrefield on the
“ But killing tame bears and wild Lake where he Is earning good mou
ofBeginning with the December Holy Oroiss team, his work
at
bears ar.e two different things. To ey cutting wood.
Incidentally he
returned tracting the attention of the
big
begin with you couldn’t get a wild does a little rabbit hunting and says Cup shoot, ytoung Ralph
In 1897 he was a
bear into a four-foot pit and if you he has shot 30 bunnies during the full scores iu f.ve sUaight events, league scouts.
and although forced into shoot-offs eentrefielder for Cleveland of
the
did you couldn’t keep him; in there last two weeks“Rabbits
make won them all with several points lo
American leagueAfterwards
he
and if you could you couldn't kill pretty nice
eating,”
"aid! Joe.
The boy then topped all his played on the Hartford team* of the
him with a stick.
Not on your life- “ Course I don’ t need ’em/ to eat as spare.
in 1Eastern league and with Lowell
of
Mr. Wild Bear is a pretty tough I bave plenty of other stuff. I can efforts by scoring 25 straight
the
Accumulation
Cup
event
for
the
the N,ewr England league,
closing
customerAnd he is also
pretty make as good pies and cake and in
his baiseball career with Bangor of
slyI suppose I know more about fact can cook all kinds of pastry- only perfect scoi e of the day.
The little fellow is scarcely as tall the Maine S'ate league- For some
bears thah any other man in New just as good as any- woman in town
as the gun he carries., but he is u seasons past he has officiated as
EnglandI have hunted them with can make them.
I feed my dogs
dog(s, I have trailed them without and bear on johnnyicake and a bag stockily built chap who ha» accom  umpire in local leaguesdogs and I have studied their habits of meal for this purpose will la t panied hits' father on frequent wild
duck shooting trips, each with his
A LTE R D E E R -H U N TIN G
and when anyone tells y ou that he me about two weeksOh, you be1 own pet gun and both shooting Rem W O U L D
LAW .
got a bear into a four-foot pit and I live like a king.”
ington-UMC shells as at the traps.
killed him with a stick you can
As a woodchppper Joe is said to
just put it down ihat that man he one of the best in this part of This is yioung Spofts’ second sea on
Those who have rai ed objections
at the traps.
He has been im
doesn’t know what he is talking a - 1 the stateHe says he can cut proving in every shoot, but nobody to the present state laws in regard
to deer hunting will have a chance
bout or else he takes you for
a ei0ht cords o f sled-length wood in a
was prepaied lor the remarkably to give their protests effective e x 
suckerday, but not in the winter time whe fine showing made Saturdaypression by s gning petitions
ask
“ I’d like to pull off that Knowles the wood is frozen“ But I can do
Ralph L- Spotts, father of the ing the Legislature to alter the law
trick and do it right if I could it in the summer time and do it jus
get a good piece of money for it. I as easy* as rolling off a log ”— young man whose future as a trap which are now .being circulated sayis
shooter seems so b ighit, and who the Springfield Republicanwouldn’t do it for my health because Lewiston Sun.
The
was out fchot by his son for the first petitions were received yesterday by
my health iisi all right without any
time, Saturday, was a member
of Francis H. Rowley, president of the
back tO' nature treatment- I’d go
S U C C E S S FU L Q U A IL RAISING.
the victorious American Trap Shoot Massachusetts society for the pre
into the w.oods and live three month
ing Team at the Olympic Games. vention of cruelty* to- animals
and I’d guarantee there’d be
no
and
boy- are *n the hands of Dexter A- A tExperiments in the propagation of He firmly believes that every
funny* business about it either.
I
wouldn’t try to get any bear into a game birds hav© been successfully should learn the use of armu and Ikins, the local agent for the socie
four-foot pit.
I shouldn’t waste j conducted this summer on the estate ammunition as pant of his life equip ty, and Deputy Chief o f
Police
any time trying to catch a bear ; of William! Rockefeller at Tarrytown, ruent.
Charles! M- Wright.
Mr- Rowley in
“ I do not believe that closer ob- the letter which accompanied
|N- Y., und,er direction of Herbert Kthe
Job, State ornithologist of Connect- Iservance of the laws of pure, clean copy of the petition cited many in
icutA man secured ,by Mr. Job ! sport can be found anywhere than stances where deer had been shot
Spotts, but not killed and later found
was employed and carried on the among trap> shooters,” Mr.
by
work under Ins directionNo at Sr-, said in answer to the report game wardens who had .to kill them
tempt was made to- rafce a large er's inquiry*.
to end their suffering.
The peti
“ At the traps,”
continued
Mr- tion calls for some legislation which
number of any one species, the pur
his will stop or at least decrease
pose being to w o k out a practicable Spotts, “ Every man stands on
the
system for private estates.
About own merits and is so judged- Crook cruelty* now connected with tbe open
20, i young .bobwhite quail were rear edness is severely condemned and seasonTbe lfct of signers to the
This petition is growing rapidly and those
ed to maturity, with trifling ICss and the square deal is exalted.
no outbreak of any diseaseThe is good atmosphere for a boy to who wish to1 sign can find the peti
Maine W oods conducts a first- pheasant rearing was successful. A get into just as he is forming idealstion at any time on Chief Wright's
class Job Department.
It is well few broods of the Hungarian par If he learns only the principles of desk at police headquarters.
tridge were raised, and of the tin- fairness and how1 to take a beating
equipped with modern type and namou, a curious South American and give one with equal grace, it
FAR M ER S W A N T SCHOOLS T O
waterfowl, and a considerable flock would seem to me to be well worth
GIVE S H O O T IN G COURSE.
j
machinery, and is in charge of
of guinea fowl.
Under Mr.
Job’s while“ Then, too, a boy should be taug t
sjBtem the young we.e hatched byexperienced men.
Almost co-incident with the move
bantams and the broods allowed free to handle arms and ammunition in- 1ment started by the National Rifle
No matter what you need in range by day, being shut in at night. telligently, n®t only that lie may n o t 1
! Association to
conduct
shooting
was
tbe way of Job Printing, you They were scattered over the great get oa the ‘didn’t know it
tournaments in the public schools
estate, the young b.oods of game loaded’ li t but thait be may acquire!
of the larger cities o f the United
send it to
birds with their foster m otle: s were the quickness and! steadiness of ham ;; States, comes a demand from the
an attractive feature all summer in, and eye, the poise and control and 1
IRacine County (Wise-)
Farmers’
Ithe wide lawns- Trapp ing and other the many other benefits that come [Protection Association for a shootto
the
trained
shooter-’’
j game birds, also w.oodduck
and
: ing gallery in every school.
The
other destruction of vermin was at
! farmers insist that city boys and
|Hie same time carried! onM A S S A C H U S E T T S MAN S N A R ED |girls, especially, need to be taught
BY A D EE R T R A P .
how to handle fire arms intelligently
Phillips, Maine
aad will petition the next legisla
I T PAYS T O A D V E R T IS E
IN
R. G. Umstatter o f Newark, N. J-,. ture to order an adequate training
MAINE WOODS. LOW A D V E R 
one o f the last of the licensed hunt in ©very city school in Wisconsin.
T IS IN G RATESers to go down to Bangor from the
The Association numbers about

Model

REPEATING

JOB PRINTING

MAINE WOODS,

M ade
in .25-20
and .32-20 cal
ibres also; octa
gon barrel only; $ 15.
Use both regular and
high velocity
cartridges.
Powerful enough for deer, safe
to use in settled districts, excellent for
target work, foxes, geese, woodchucks, etc.

OUR S E N T I M E N T S T O O

one thousand representative Racic®
County farmers.
They assert that
most hunting accidents are direct*
ly attributable to reckless handling
of guns by persons who are ignoraui
o f thejr proper useNEW JERSEY
TRAPSHOOTfNG
.CHAMPIONSHIP, PASSES TO
| R ED B A N K MAN.
Edward
VonkattengilJ, o f Red
Bank, won the New)
Jersey* State
Championship December 13
front
the holder o f the title, Eugene B.
Springer, by a display of fine marks
maiisliip such ajs is seldom seen on
any grounds.
The new winner of
the title, using Romington-UMC
shells, shot almost perfectly, drop
ping only two targets out of a pos
sible hundred and breaking
the
first 66 targets straight. Springer,
who has held the title since the firsfc
of th© year, had a run of hard luck
and broke but 89 out of his- 100.
A

SUCCESSFUL HUNTRESS
P E N N S Y L V A N IA -

IN;

Pennsylvania) has many enthuse
iastic lady devotees o f out-door
recreation.
A local writer of Lew
iston sayis of a successful huntress,
in that section of the state'
t
Miss Jeanette Bingaman is the
only woman to take out a hunting
license in Mifflin county,
where
more than 2,000 licenses have been
issued this seasonM i's Bingaman,
is a crack shot and
already baa
bagged a lot pf gameOne day racently. she shot seven rabbits, three
squirrels and three pheasants. She
is fearle/.-s in the woods and w'ouhi
as readily go after a bear as a
rabbit.
MRS. H AR O LD S E W A L L RETURNS
FROM ABROADIt will be of interest to the many
acquaintances of Mrs- Harold M.
S-ewall of Bath t<o learn that she
has arrived home after a year’s ab
sence abroadMr- Bewail went
to New. York to meet her and ia
accompanying her homeREA D IN G UP ON
HOW JOE.
KNOW LES CAUGHT
HIS
DEE R AND BEAR.
It is said tha.t Miss Isabella
Trask o f Ronie is reading all avail
able repor's on how Joe
Knowles,
caught his deer and bear.
After
gaining this in format ion she prob
ably will adapt the system1 to th®
capture of fox-er?-.
She has discov
ered that had she taken one of thestanimals alive, recently*, instead of
shooting it, she might be
som®
thousands of dohars richer.
Mias
Trask is a very good shot and neat
ly dropped Reynard wiih a bullet
through tbe head.
She waa jubi
lant when she found it was a “silver
gray” and that the pelt was worth
$590Her joy was somewhat di
minished, however, when she learned
the value o f a live one.
K ILL

DEER IN ZOO T O
T H E POOR-

FEED

A feature o f the Christmas ob
servance in Council Bluff % Iowa, w»
the killing o f two deer that have
been kept in the public zoo and tb«
distribution of tbe meat, more than
1000 pounds, to the poor of tb*
city-

TAXIDERMISTS
(J. W. PICK EL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Pishing TaekK
Indian ICocrasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
radgeley.
MAiia

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermea
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. UETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth,

-

Maitt

R O D S A N D SN O W SH OES

I make Rangelev wood and spt
bamboo rods for fly fishing and trolling
Rods to let. Snowshoes to order.
E. T. IIOAR, Rangeley, Me.
FREE INFORMATION ON HOW Ti
DO TANNING—Send for our ii*nJ
trated circulars; on taxidermist wsri
custom tanning and manufacturing «
ladies’ furs, robes, coats, rugs, glo**
and mittens, frem the 1i8pi«r to *«>
er. W. W. Weaver, Reading, MitlJ.
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whom it was settled.
Damariscotta has 'an Indian name
meaning “ alewife place” or “ river of
TART on your fall hunt supplied with Peters Shells— the
little fishes.”
ammunition that you can always depend on for shooting
Dexter was named for Judge Samuel
quality and results.
^
Dexter, candidate for governor of Mas
sachusetts in 1816.
It is not necessary to use high-priced ammunition to win success
Fairfield was given the name from
at the traps or in tne field.
the beauty of the surrounding fields.
Fort Kent took the name of a fort
which was called after Gov. Edward
! Kent.
T h a t’s w hat you do w hen you buy chopped-up
Gorham is named, according to same,
tobacco in a tin, bag or foil wrapping. Y ou pay extra |for Col. Shubael Gorham, one of the
for the package— and get dried-up tobacco that bum s fast original proprietors. Another authority
“ STEEL WHERE STEEL BELONGS”
says it was named for Capt. John
and hot and bites your tongue.
Gorham, an early proprietor.
W h e n you buy Sickle P lug you get more tobacco,
Hallowed owes its name to Benjamin
because there’ s no package to pay for. Y o u get better Hallowed, a large proprietor in the
give real and complete satisfaction, but their co9t is within the reach of
all. Barton Lewis won the U. S. Amateur Championship at Dayton, 0.,
tobacco, because all the flavor and moisture are pressed |Kennebec patent.
June 17, 1913, scoring 195 out of 200 with Peters “ Target” —medium
Turner owes its name to Rev. Chas.
into the plug, and kept there by the natural leaf wrapper.
priced shell for Bulk Smokeless. Chas. A. Young won the Professional
You whittle a pipeful off the plug as you need it— and i Turner of Scituate, Mass.
Championship of the United States, scoring 197 out of 200 with Peters
Vassalboro was named for Fiorenyou’re alw ays sure o f fresh tobacco that b u m s slowly,
“ High Gun” —medium priced Shell for Dense Smokeless.
i tine Vassal!, a proprietor of the
and smokes cool and sweet.
Plymouth patent.
Convenient, and economical. Doesn’t crowd your
Say PETERS when buying ammunition for your next tournament or hunt.
Vinalhaven derived its name from
Sportsmen’s Handy Book, with 1913 Game Laws. FREE for the asking.
pocket— no tobacco spilled and wasted. Try Sickle today John Vinal of Boston.
Warren
is
one
of
the
many
places
— your dealer sells it.
named for Joseph Warren, who fed in
the battle of Bunker Hill.
it
Branches:
NEW YORK
NEW ORLEANS
SAN FRANCISCO
Weds is supposed to have been
named from the English town.
Windham Center was named from
the earls Egremont.
GENUINE PALMER
Winthrop took its name from the
Winthrop family, whose founder in
Waterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
America was John Winthrop, govTanned and manufactured by the
! ernor of the Massachusetts Colony in
original JO H N P A LM E R who
1629.
for over thirty years has made
Wiscasset has an Indian name signify
the
best moccasins in North
ing “ place of the yellow pine.”
America.
York was named for the duke of
In complete assortment for immediate
York, James II., of England.
delivery.
' | Hampden was named for the Eng
MANY
M AIN E
TOW NS
HAVE
Augusta was given the name of Au lish patriot, John Hampden.
gusta of Saxe-Gotha, wife of Freder
NAMES O F INDIAN ORIGIN.
Livermore took the name of Deacon
ick, Prince of Wales. - A county in Elijah Livermore, an early settler.
Virginia also bears her name.
Machias has an Indian name, from
Catalogue on request
The story of the naming of the thriv- ,
Bath took the name of the English machisses, “ bad small falls.”
SOLE AGENT FOR U.S.A.
ing towns of Maine abounds with ro
Madison is one of the numerous geo
city of Bath.
mantic interest.
Many places were
CLARK-HUTCHINSON
graphical namesakes of President
Biddeford
was
named
for
the
place
in
named by the first Americans, the In
James
Madison.
COMPANY, BOSTON, M A SS.
dians, who generally made use of England whence some of the early set
STYLE|40|l-2
Millinocket is Indian named, the
phrases descriptive of the landscape or tlers emigrated.
word meaning “ place full of islands. ”
Brunswick was given the name of
commemorative of some event that
Parsonsfield was named for Thomas
April 2—Handicap vs. bogey. First men if the open season began in Detook place in the vicinity. A large the house of Brunswick, to which the
Parsons, an early proprietor.
ctmber, for there would be a thinning
and second prizes.
number of towns have designations reigning king of Great Britain. William
Pittsfield was callsd after William
out of leaves and other foliage, and the
April
4—Approaching
and
putting
transferred from the English homes III, belonged.
Pitts of Boston.
meat would be finer eating.—American
contest.
Calais has the name of the French
of the early settlers. Others bear the
Pittston is one of the many places
Field.
names of their founders or early pro city opposite Dover, England.
in the country named for Sir William
Eastport was first called Moose Is- i
prietors.
MISSING MEN
Pitt, earl of Catham, the celebrated
YOUN G WOMAN G E T S R E M A R K 
Tne origin of these place-names has land, but was later incorporated under j
English statesman.
A B LE C A TC H O F PIC KER E L.
been traced by the United States geo its present name in token of its being
Poland is said to have been named
The ides of November! The great
logical survey, with the assistance of the most eastern city in the United
for a noted Indian chief.
north woods! Missing men! A trio of ; When it comes to catching pick
States.
history students within the state.
Porter bears the name of Dr. Aaron coincidences that causes one to stop, I erel, Miss Maud,e Miller must
be
The state itself is said to have been i Gardiner was named for bylvester
Porter, an early proprietor.
classed
as
an
expertMiss
Miller
think
and
ponder.
Why
“
missing
Gardiner,
one
of
the
proprietors
o
f
the
named for the private estate of Henri
Rumford is said to have been named men?” Is not the law that makes the and her uncle, D. L- Knowlton tried
etta Maria, in Maine, a province of old Plymouth patent.
for Count Rumford.
at
open season on deer during their rutt their luck Monday afternoon
Old Town was so called because of its
France. Another authority declares it
Sanford was named for Peleg San ing season, and when the foliage on the Webber pond, jut It back o f
the
was so called because the fishermen of having been a town site from aborig
ford, an early proprietor.
They! only cut, four
trees and the undergrowth is still too power house.
the islands along the coast referred to inal times.
Standish is a namesake of Miles dense to discern clearly moving objects, holes and in two hours had taken 15
Rockland derived its name from its
the mainland as the main, it being re
Standish.
handsome pickerel, the string weigh
at fault?
ferred to in some early documents as granite quarries.
Thomaston was so called after Gen.
A peculiar feat
Saco has an Indian name, from sohk
Mayn.
Missing men! What pathos in these ing 23y2 pounds.
John Thomas of Massachusetts.
ure
of
the
trip
is
that
Miss Miller
Bangor was so called by Rev. Seth or sauk, “ pouring out;” hence the out
two words; and why? Ignorance of
the
natural laws and conditions by those landed1 14 out of the string,
Noble, from an old psalm tune as m ost! let or discharge of a river or lake.
OPENI/NG T O U R N E Y
OF TH E
Waterville was so named because of
who are intrusted with the great re largest o f -which weighed 3^4 pounds.
residents of this city are aware.
S ILV ER FOILS.
sponsibility of enacting laws for the This is considered remarkable, for
Portland was named, indirectly, from its situation at Ticonic Falls on the
a young lady— Portland PressKennebec river, which furnishes the
people at large.
the town of Portland, in England.
“
Pinehurst,
N.
C.,
Dec.
27,
1913.
motive
power
for
the
factories
of
the
Lewiston owes its name to the foun
There is no more dangerous animal
H ANDLING
city.
January fifth is the date of the open than a strong, healthy, sharp pronged GIVES ADVICE ON
ders, the Lewis families.
LOADED RIFLE.
ing
tourney
of
the
Silver
Foils
and
Belfast
was
named
by
James
Miller,
buck in the rutting season, and woe to
ft* 1
------------------------an early settler, from his native city in there are twenty-one events in all in the man who encounters a virile buck
A few minutes after he bad warn
cluding April 4. Three times as many when in the vicinity of that buck and
Ireland.
ed a companion that it was very
Brewer owes its name to Col. John trophies all in exquisite taste are o f his harem of does.
But the experi
fered for members of what is undoubt enced deer hunter knows how to circum dangerous to handle, a loaded rifle
Brewer, a first settler.
TIME TABLE
Ellsworth took its name from Oliver edly the only women’s golfing club in vent this danger; but he does not, alas, by the muzzle, aud that a brother
of his had b&en killed by such an
In Effect, December 15th, 1913.
Ellsworth, one of the delegates to the world. The full program:
too often, know how to circumvent the
January 5—Kickers handicap. First danger of being shot by inexperienced, accident, William Hanning, a regis
the national Constitutional convention.
tered guide of Island Falls, had a
Houlton was named for an early and second prizes.
STRONG
reckless shooters that infest the woods,
PASSENGER TRAINS leave Strong for Farm settler, Joseph Houlton.
January 13—Handicap vs. bogey. men who will fchoot at anything mov hair-breadth escape from) death in
ington, at 6.23 A. V[. and 1.87 P. M.; for Phillips
a wood lot a few miles back of
Kennebunk is Indian named, the First and second prizes.
12.31 P. M. and 6.47 P. M. and for Rangoley at
ing, though prevented by the dense ,
3.4
Brewer Monday afternoonWhile
£>7 P. M. and for Kingfield and Bigelow at 5-50 phrase being said to mean “ long water
January 17—Putting contest.
foliage from clearly distinguishing the |
getting over a fence with a loaded
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from place.”
Januray 20—Swatfest (match play object that attracted their attention.
ftrmington at 12.31 P. M. and 6.47 P. M.; from
rifle he slipped and drew his rifle
Skowhegan has an Indian name, said vs. the field.) Two prizes.
Phillips at 6.23 A. M.; and from Rangeley and
Then, again, venison is not. palatable
Phillips at 1.37 P. M.: and Bigelow and Kingfield to signify “ spearing” or “ place of
toward him.
It was
discharged
January
27,
28,
29,
30.—Three
ball
when
cut
from
the
carcass
of
a
rutting
*t 1.26 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington watch.”
match.
(27 to qualify.) Play-off on buck, when the flesh is “ strong,” blowing off the end of a finger and
M8.45A. M.; and for Kingfield at 5.60 P.M.
inflicting a flesh wound on his
South Berwick was given the name six-point system. Three prizes.
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil
often unto rankness, and overheated
scalp. . He was prostrated by the
ips at 8.45 A. M.; from Kingfield at 2.10 P. M. of an English city.
January 31—Putting contest.
with the excitement of the breading
*nd from Farmington at 11.46 A. M.
•
accident and it was first thought he
February
2—Foursome.
Two
prizes.
Waldoboro
owes
its
name
to
Brig.
season.
The
time
when
venison
is
PHILLIPS
The most of one fing
February 11—Prizes for best net prime is just before the breeding was killedPASSENGER TRAIN leaves Phillips for Gen. Samuel Waldo of Boston.
er had to be amputated.
wmington, at 6.00 A. M. and 1.16 P. M.; for
score
in
qualifying
round
of
St.
Valen
Bar
Harbor
was
so
named
from
a
season begins, or soon after the rutting
Rangeley at 6.16 P. M.
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives at Phillips from sandy bar, visible only at low tide.
tine’ s tournament.
season is ended.
£*rmington at 12.63 P. M. and 6.10 P. M.;from
February 14—Approaching and put
Bethel is one of the numerous places
There would not be so many missing SUBSCRIBE FOR MAINE WOO'DSl
Bjagaley at 12.20 P. M.
MIXED TRAIN leaves' Phillips for Farming- in the country named from Bethel in ting contest.
ton at 7JK) A M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Phillips from Farm- Palestine.
February 17—Best selected twelve
"®fton at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M.
holes, (six on each nine.)
First and
Boothbay
derived
its
name
from
the
T H EL
RANGELEY
second prizes.
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Rangeley for town in England.
February 24—Four-ball match. Two
'armington at 10.40 A. M.; and arrives from
Bridgton was named from an early
“ armington at 8 00 P. M.
prizes.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15 settler, Moody Bridges.
M.; and leaves for Phillips at 10.55 A. M.
February 28—Putting contest.
Bristol is one of the many towns in
SALEM
March 5—Cemetery contest. First
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
the United States named from the city
^PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for Strong and
and
second prizes.
(Published weekly, Established 1874.)
of
Bristol
in
England.
•armington at 12.50 P. M.; and arrives from
Farmington and Strong at 2.28 P. M.
March
10—Swatfest
(match
play
vs.
Bucksport
owes
its
name
to
Col.
Subscription
$4.
a
year,
$2. for 6 months: Sample copy free if yon mention Maine Woods
MIXED TRAIN leaves Salem for Strong and
Farmington at 1.15 P. M.; and arrives from Jonathan Bucks of Haverhill, an early the field.) First and second prizes.
The
American
Field
collects news by its own staff representatives and
Strong at 6.25 P. M.
March 14—Putting contest.
settler.
special reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
KINGFIELD
March 17—18—F o u r t h a n n u a l
sportsman’ s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with inter
Buxton was named from the native
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves Kingfield for
esting articles and contributions and open a wide field for discussiou 'of all
*armington at 12.40 P. M.: and arrives from place of Rev. Paul Coffin, the first min Championship under handicap, 36 holes
farming ton and Strong at 2.50 P. M., and from
medal play (18 holes No. 1 course, 18 subjects that interest sportsmen.
8«elow at 4.50 P. Mister.
MIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow
The departments of The American field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting, Fish
Camden was so called in honor of holes No. 2 course.) First and second
^7.45 A. M. and for Strong at 12.35 P. M.
and Fishing’, Natnral History, Hunting;, Kenned, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Revolver
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Bigelow at 11.30 Chief Justice Pratt, Earl of Camden, prizes; also prize for best gross score.
and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
L M, and from Strong at 6.60 P. M.
March 19—Mixed foursome, medal
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ T R iA L SUBSCRIPTION•
a friend of the colonies during the
BIGELOW
If not more than satisfied with it the money will he refunded on request
play.
Two
prizes.
Revolution.
Camden,
N.
J.,
and
many
®JKED TRAIN leaves Bigelow for Strong
March 27—Special tournament for all
yd Farmington at 10.00 A. M., and arrives from other places in the country took his
Xmgfieid at 9.15 A.M .
those who have not won prizes during
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives from Farmington name.
801 MASONIC]TEMPLB, CHICAGO.
Strong at 3.43 P. M.;and leaves for KingCastine derived its name from Baron the season. First and second prizes.
at 4.00 P. M.
March 28—Putting contest.
de St. Castine, a French nobleman, by
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.
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Why Pay Extra for
Dried-tJp Tobacco?

S H O T CUN S H ELLS

3 Ounces
10c „

Slice as
you use

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO

SANDY RIVER & FANGELEY
LAKES RAILR3AD
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Lew is t.om Monday a,nd oji Tuesday
Wtais ofperaited cm tor a growth' in
the left twveast, w.hidh, wiais remiofved.
H^r &o<n„ D. F, Hoyt accompanied
her.
We are giLad to learjn. that
sh-e to getting along as weill as can
be expectedMr. and Mns. Harry Chandler of
Strong took dimruetr on New Yea*r’«'
day -with Jils parents, Mr. amd Mrs.
C- F. ChandlerThe Mile Square club hefld their
finst meeting ,thiB season with; MrsJ. E- NiohJe on New Year'fc day.
The 1913 club had a marry meet
ing at the home o f Mrs- C.
E.
Parker last week when the Christ
mas. pie wa£i enjoyed. coni|posed of
tjheir Christmas presents, each, one
pulling a string attached
to the
gifts whiicth were covered in a pan tof
yaw dust.
Ref re.sh.men (s were serv
ed.
The meeting this Friday is
with Mrs. A- D. Graff am.
Mrs. Ida Wihittemiore and Mrs.
Walter Keene of Portland were
-called to Phillips Wednesday by the
serious illness o f Mils. L- A1. Worth*/
ley-

MAINE WOODS
ISSUED WEEKLY

I. W. Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager
OUTING EDITION
6 pages

................................... $1.00 per year

LOCAL EDITION
12 and 16 p a g e s...............................$1-60 per year
Canadian, Mexican. Cuban and Panama aubacription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
76 cents extra.
Bntered as second class matter. January 21,
1909. at the postofflce at Phillips, Maine, under
the Act of March 3. 1S79,
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
Btate of Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county
locally.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
and game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address of year paper
changed, please give the old as wed as new

address.
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The Ashland Gazette and the
Sheepscot Echo are among the exchanges that had handsome Christmas editionsIN MEMORIAM

Schools reopen Monday, January j>.
Miss Lucy E. Linekin will take the
place of Miss Soutiard who will not
return.
iTi,
a. J. L. Boston accompanied
------— her
—
Mrs.
- sister, Miss Ina Badger to Portland
7
where she will enter Gray’ s business
college.
DeBerna Ross e?q., is in Boston on a
business trip.
He also visited his
brother. Harold Ross at the Salem hos
pital, where he is employed profession
ally.
The thermometer registered around
23 this morning. The coldest thus far
for the winter.
The Social Service Club met with
Mrs.
Sewell Kelley Tuesday aiteinom. There were twelve present.
Refreshments were served by Mrs.
Kelley and a very pleasant afternoon
was enjoyed by all.
Ray Daggett who has passed a few
days in town the guest of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W . J. Daggett, has returned to Portland where he is em
ployed in the office of the Maine Cen
tral railroad.
Miss Evangeline Lovejoy who was
very ill with pneumonia a few weeks
j a^Qj[ias go f ar recoVer as to be able to
vj8jt her mother in Rumford.
Migs g mma RUSSell of Rangeley was
in town with her aunt, Mrs. Edward
Greenwood last week on her way to
Houlton where she is teaching scoool.
Dr. C. W. Bell accompaniad Oliver
Masterman to Lewiston ;last week,
wi ere
wj|j undergo a surgical open,tion.
;
,

The fallowing article was clip
ped from the Northern, Gazette pub
lished in Lancaster, N- H., the home
of the deceased.
Mrs. Hatch was
the daughter of Mrs. C. EKing
who ha& vi| Red her daughter, Mrs.
A. J. Toothaker ini PhJuips
from
time to time, and. was in Phillips
at the time pf her daughter’s death.
She with Mrs- Toothaker wnrut to
Lancaster to attend the funeral:
jjy the pas's ng away of Mrs. Kate
Hatch, wife of Mr- W- I. Hatch, at
her home ou Thursday, December
the fcurt'L Lancaster io&efe one of
its most kindly, helpful, good wom
en.
Her health had been preca
rious for many years during which
her courage and indomitable spirit
never failed her, but tor the Past
fifteen years her life has. been full
of good things, of activity, of joy
in being enabled to go about and do
as others did, joy in ,oxtending the
loving, helping hand to
neighbor,
friend, or any of whose need
she
knew.
Her unassuming nature,
helpfulness], strength of character,
ke,en aPPrec aticn and expies ion of
humior, made her at all times a
welcome g-uest, while her home, one
of 'the happiest on earth, was ever
open to her friends.
Services conducted by Rev. Charh#
D. Reyra-olds of Manchester* N. H-,
were held at her home o ft Bunker
Hill street.
The house was filled
with friends de i ous c f expressing
their love and honor for the one
just gone, and deepest sympathy for
those remaining here, while
.the
beautiful flowers spoke of sweetness^,
love, life, hope, courage, peace. The
husband, son., mother, sisters and
brothers hav« the loving sympathy
of the entire eommnnity.

SCHOOL NOTES
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OUR TWO MINUTE SERMON

P H ILLIP S H IG H S C H O O L

By Rev. M. S. Hutchins.

M- R. Keyes, Miss Lura Dennjwon,
Thie sermon, and others to follow, will not ccm py over two minutes of your time in
reading. Although miniature in Bize they will be realsermons. They will be based on
W* M. Payson, teacherstimely topics o f the day.
The receipts from tho play, “ Mrs. |
Briggs o f the Poultry* Yaind” netted
the Athletic association;
nearly
A HAPlPY. NEW Y E A R
| It will bo
Happy New Year a
159-00.
-----------^ j you fain la love with your work,
The -basket ball team played the
Will 1914 he a happy year to y*ou? study to improve yourself in tt^ ju i
Itangeley Hig]h, and won the game That depends.
lit depends some
rejoice in carrying it bravely for
from Rangefley by a ator© pf 24 to what on the external circumstan ward.
14.
The finsit half ended wi'Ji the ces that surround you; it depends
It will be a Happy New Year if
scare nine to three in favor
o-f more on the state o f youir own soul.
you hold caaamuniaa with mature'e.
Phillips.
There -was considerable Sickness, adversity tyrnd sorrow,
beauties and truths, and if you sit
roughing between one o f the Ran* joy, prosperity and hejaPb by tibeir
humbly ait the feet o f the wise me*
geHey guard and one o f our forwards presence or -absence have a n e c
o f the ages, not forgetting Th®,
especially in the second half. When essary share in deforming whether
Great Teacher who lived in Nazar
the game Lacked hut three minutes |your new year shall be a pleasant
eth.
.jm
of toeing fin1,shed, Peakies* the Itan- ! oneBut though, tlheir happening is
It will be a Happyi New Year if
getey referee disqualified- C not earn largely btejtond your control
they
and Huntcon, and Graf ft am far P[hi'l- cannot enter the citadel o f
your you endeavor ito bring pleasure an4
1-ips and Lamlb for Raaigeley substi spirit unless you admit them, your gladness tg, those around you, an*
tuted for them.
Ellis and Oakes happiness really 1depends upon your if ytou place kindness and helpful
ness before the destructive demands
were ithe s*ars tor (the
Ra.nfeeley self.
teamReed and Kempton were the
It will be a Happy New Year if of selfisjhineesIt will be a Happy New Year if
stars on the Phillips team. How you determine to forget the real or
of
land, the ninth grade bo3>, showed fancied evil others have done you you cultivate the gentle art
remarkable abikty.
As the whole and if y*ou look for the hrig|hter appreciation, and treasure up i*
your soul the kindness of
your
the Phillips iboy® were faster, and side of unpleasant occurrencesj used more team- work than their
lit will be a Happy New Year if friends, the good deeds of your
opponents.
It to evident evie-n (tio a you live mere lartgeHy in the future neighbors and the faithfulness at
,
,
_
,,
your loved ones.
i*^ ua^ ° ’ s e n cr t at
e 1 1 1I)S than in the paM, if y°u turn your
T/-\rfarr»i
o r » iir » o i
-o iQ tC P
Pevery
V P T’
team niso goiing
a ffaster
pace
attention toward to-m orrow’s o p 
It Will be a Happy New Year
time they play.
portunities rather than yesterday's if you make up your mind to trusf.
failuresin God aad do the rightKamgfield High Schcctt

J

q

E- Emmons Tuits, principal; Miss
Maxy, assistant; Donald
Norton,
second assistantnoticeable absence, namely Varna
The winter term began with tbkee
Wilber, Alfred Durrell, and Everet1
Day, all of whom we are very sorry
to lose.
Mr- Day has returned to
Ms home in Stow where he will remain cxnlj* a shout time. He then
plans to attend Fryburg Academy;
the other two remain at their homes
^ townTuesday there will be a meeting*
of the K. H. S. A. A.\, to
decide
whether or not the school Jhall be
represented in the speaking contest
3^^ -tp vote concerning a school
paper and to appoint necessary offj.cers for same__________________

GOOD WORK

CALIFORNIA

Recently Published Booklet Will Help
Citizens to Beautify Their Homes
and Their Town.

Happiness.

My creed is this: happiness is the
only good. The place to be happy is
here. The time to be happy is now.
The way to be happy is to help make
others so.—Robert G. Ingersoll.

P o s t.

Lamp Bowls.
When tempted to purchase an at
tractive and artistic pottery jar in
which to set the font or tank of a
lamp make thoroughly certain that the
inside, at least, is well glazed, says
/Mother’s Magazine. If this be imprac
ticable, the inside of the bowl should
be given several coats of heavy var
nish or other filled before the lamp is
set in it and used. No amount of care
will prevent the heat of a lighted
lamp from drawing up oil and letting
it “ creep” on the outer surface of the
font; and very little seepage of kero
sene, through one's charming unglazed
pottery jar, will ruin it entirely, so
far as beauty is concerned.
Little Things in Dress.
Perhaps it is from the small items
of dress that a woman's personality,
her little idiosyncrasies and charac
teristics can be most surely divined.
Indeed, the keen observer can gather
much from a rapid survey of her at
tire on which to ouild up an estimate
of her character, apart from the gen
eral effect that speaks so surely of re
finement or vulgarity, good taste or
the reverse; and it is for this reason
that the w*ise woman pays as much
or more attention to the small et
! ceteras of her tailet as to the actual
choice of gowns or colorings.

Under this title the state forester of
California has issued a booklet that
fairly teems w-ith useful and usable in
says the Los Angeles Times.
CITIES formation,
ADMITS RIGHTS
The best trees for the various sec
tions of the state are described, all il
English Parliamentary Committee Re
lustrated and their relative usefulness
fuses to Allow Disfigurement
discussed for city and rural conditions,
by Railways.
In relations to soils, climates, general
It Is a matter for more than con conditions and environments. The
gratulation, says the Town Planning various injurious insects and tree disReview, published in Liverpool, Eng j eases are given attention, also treatmeat of wounds, burns and all classes
land, that the Northern Junction rail
way came to grief before the parlia of injuries, making a wonderfully commentary committee. The project failed |plete treatise of a very live and impor
Hanging Garden in Minneapolis.
because of the strenuous opposition tant subject, a booklet by tke way.
The work of the committee on hang
I
that
should
be
in
the
hands
of
every
that was aroused. The particular in
tree-lover in the state. rrhe author is ing gardens of the Minenapolis Civic
terest which attaches itself to the
Ben Y. Morrison, who for years has and Commerce association has been
defeat of the railway was not merely
in evidence throughout the summer.
1
the triumph of the Hampstead Garden made a special study of California As a result of the activity of this com
trees as found along our streets and |
suburb and the Finchley town plan
highways, and is, further and beyond mittee more than 1,500 feet of window
ning scheme.
all this a trained and educated for boxes were installed by downtown
It is the first time that the new- ester.
business hoTises. and 105 of the orna
age of transit has demonstrated that
mental lamp poses were decorated
DeBerna Ross, -es k., has been in there are considerations of pressing
with vines and flowers, says Town De
Boosts Garden City Idea.
Boston .on a business trip -for the importance other than railways. The
velopment.
The garden city movement in this
vast importance of the road to the
past week.
,
j
The association attended to the wa
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby returned modern city confronted the railway country is growing rapidly, and let us tering of the lamp-post boxes, and the
hope
substantially,
says
the
Construc
renewal of faded and dead plants.
from Hallowell Tuesday noon where promoters with unexpected difficulties
The consideration due to town plan tion News. About New York city this
Frequent comment upon this custom
she was the guest of Rev. Fr. Carey ning schemes, embodying traffic ar idea has been carried out admirably,
has come from summer visitors, and a
over Christmas.
teries suitable for the requirements and the suggestion now comes from large number of inquiries have been
Mrs. A. W. McLeary and children of the immediate future, also influ New England that an attempt will be ;
received from cities throughout the
were with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. enced the decision of the parliament made to obtain l.OhO acres of land for
country with a view to the adoption
a garden city near Boston. One of the I of a similar plan ^n those cities. And.
William Hunter, in South Strong last ary committee.
week.
The railway promoters had to real speakers at the convention of the Na- I by the way, by the end of the pres
Miss June Simmons, who has been ize that the precedents of the nine tional Forwrard to the Land League in ent year Minneapolis will have had
passing her vacation in Phillips at E. teenth century, insisting on every oth Boston stated the other day that there ! 120 conventions.
V. Holt’ s, went to Lewiston Wednesday er public utilitj* or amenity being made were 5,000,000 acrep of waste land in
Massachusetts, much of which was
to visit friends for a few days before subservient to the interest of railways,
Eeautifying of Cities.
proved to be no longer tenable. The well adapted to development of this
returning to her school in Mexico.
We have built our cities and in
character.
Aside
from
the
semi-pliilMiss Carolyn Kenniston of Rumford, defeat of the bill has, in fact, borne it anthropic idea involved, it means a them we must live. A country popu
home to all the companies that a simi
who has'been visiting her parents, Mr. lar failure is likely to overtake all great deal of money to some enterpris lation we have turned and are still
and Mrs. E. H. Kenniston, for a few those other enterprises which, with ing man who is big and strong enough turning into a city population. Our
days, returrud to her home Saturday out regard to modern conditions, seek to carry through this idea in the right soil tillers we have imlusti1alized,*taking them from surroundings where
noon. Master Fred Byron, her nephew to perpetuate and repeat on the con way.
health and prosperity were largely a
who has been with his grandparents, fines of the modern city the disastrous
matter of individual gumption into
returned with her to his home in Lew blunders, the inconvenience and bla
surroundings where the assumption
Advice for Mother,
tant ugliness which characterized the
iston.
The small girl had been exasperat may be warranted perhaps, but where
efforts of railway engineers in the
ing all day, and at last her mother lost it certainly does not work. The cit
Chauncey Butterfield of Strong was past century.
patience and administered corporal ies are the battle ground of modern
in town last week on his way to Madrid
punishment. The child had scarcely civilization. We must learn the strat
where he will be employed by George
He Belonged.
recovered from her sobs when she egy of tiiis new' social warfare of
B. Bearce & Son.
The accomplished and
obliging looked up and said:
“ Mother, you peace. One name for one part of it is
Mrs. Emma Shepard has been in pianist had rendered several selec
must try and control that temper of city-Dlari ning.
Bath the past week visiting her daugb_ tions, when one of the admiring group yours*-’
ter, Mrs. Sumner Au-tir.
Master _ of listeners in the hotel parlor sugWOMEN AND WET FEET
SevMaynard Austin accompanied hi r home i G
’ost9(J ^*ozart’s Twelfth Mass.
^
Good Fellow.
Cold and wet feet a--e a dangerous comblna1ion
quest,
but
an .' Mrs. Austin will come a little later m.a
ecb°ed the rc
Father (visiting at college)—“ My especially to women, and congested kidney often
ne lady wee particularly desirous of son. these are better cigars than I can resuli. Backache, urinary ineRliiarili< s and
for n, wv. k or so.
rheumatic l overs are not unu ual results. Foley
hearing the piece, explaining that her
Pills restore the regular and normal ae
Mrs. Hattie Hoyt went to the husband had belonged to that very afford.” Son—“ That’s all right, fa tKidney
ther; take all you want; this is on ion of kidneys and bladder and r- m -ve the enuse
of the trouble. Contain no habit forming drugs.
Maine Centiral General hospital
at regiment.—Everybody’s Magazine.
me.”—Yale Record.
R. H. P K E BL E.

LOCAL NOTES

Merciful Wife.
A Cincinnati man who attempted todictate what his wife should wear ia
now' defendant in a divorce suit. It i&
a wonder he isn’t the central attrac
tion in a jam-up funeral.—Houston
Rest.
Some doctors say that if a woman,
could really rest until ten o’clock ev! ery day she would add a decade to her
life. Rest is the only thing that lets,
I us catch up with ourselves.
Chinese

W ill T a k e Part.

Dresden is planning for an exposi
tion devoted to the cause of hygiene
1 sports and their allied interests Ac
cording to advance information this
: exposition.
hich hitherto has not.
been very much talked about, is likely
to surprise by its perfection of detail
and architectural beauty—as might be.
1 expected of Dresden
| That the expo* n n will be worldwnde in its scope is evinced by the
fact that the executive committee has.
just received plans from the Chines*
for the erection of an imposing Chi
nese section. It is proposed to erect,
a large hall for tri purpose, and an
imposing pagoda will be erected as a.
demonstratio
of Chinese architec
tural development.
YOU NEEDN’T keep on feeling dis
tressed after eating, no belching, nor
experiencing nausea between niealfHood’s Sarsaparilla cures dyspepsia—it
strengthens the stomach and other digestivp organs for ihe proper perform
ance of their functions. Take Hood’s.
AdTt
P R O B A T E N O TICES .
At a Probate Court held at Farmirurton, iaani
for the County o f FrankliD, on the third Tue-dtt
of December, in the e* of our Lord one th«uand nine hundred and thirteen.
, - jl
t'hefoilownjf matter-havintc been presentedf»f
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it i*
hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be sriven to all person* in
terested, by causing a copy of this order toJ*
publi-hed three weeks successively in the Main*
Woods, a newspaper published at Phillips, in sail
Oounty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
to be held at said Farmington, on the third Towjay of January. A. f). 1914. at ten o'clock in tbs
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they M*
cause.
Isaac F. Tibbetts, late of Ransreley, decease!
Second account of administration presented by
Wilh'jyn E. Tibbetts, administrator, and petition
for license to sell real estate of said deceased,
presented.
Minnie Ellis of Rangeley. ward. Second «■
count presented by Eugene I. Herrick, puardian.
Abram Ross, late of Rangreley. deceased. First
account presented by H. A. Furbish, administra
tor.
James P. Dudley, late of Eustis. deceased. First
account presented by Herbert H. Landers, admrtistrator.
Orrin R. Walker, late o f Phillips, deceased,
Fi* al account presented by C. E. B. Walker, ex
ecutor, and Hannah E. Walker, executrix.
J. H. THOMPSON. Judsre of Said Court
Attest: A. L. Fenderson, Register.
A true copy.

N O T IC E .
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he b**
been duly appointed Administrator o f the estst*
of rtdelmon Morrison late of Itangeley, in
County of Franklin, deceased, and given bondras the law directs. All persons having
against the estate of said deceased are desired dj*
present the some for settlement., nnd all indebt**1
thereto are requested to make payment immedi
ately.
H. A. Furbish
December 16, 1913.

NOTICE.
The subscriber bigv.bv gives notice that she b*3'
beer, duly'ippoii’ ted Administrator of the sst***
of Be jam in P. M-Keen, late of Strong hi tw>
County of F.-anklin. deceased, and gives bead*
as t he law dieect.'i
Alt persons having denias**
ag iinst th ■ ,'itate of said deceased are desire w
oresout th e --io>> for settlement, and all indcotet
thereto are req ,<■ ted to make payment imswo*ately.

Kenneth A. ReltosDecember 16. 1913.
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CLASSIFIED

Mrs. E. I. Herrick and family, Mrs. has made her ihomue with her daugh
Frank Hood and family, Rev. and Mrs. ter, Mrs. W* H. Soamman, at Weld.
H. A. Childs and family. Refresh
One cent a word Ln advance. No headline or
-The fan era! service wa*s at
her
otherdisplay. Subjects in a. h. c. order
ments were served during the evening
home
cQhdiuoted
by
Miss
Robinson,
and a very pleasant evening was en
pastor o f the Unlian church, Weld,
joyed by all.
FOR SALE.
Party Attend the Christmas Enter Mrs. Colby of Lewiston is the guest and she waa buried beside her hus
of her son, Dr. Fred B. Colby.
band in Riverside cemetery, Phillips.
tainment at Dallas—The Reds
fOJl JUL»~VjUia** tftjtfUl
Phiilipe
Mrs. Ed Welch of Farmington and
Two daugfhiters, Mrs. W. H- ScamQjftr
latquir* ot J . JJluJn®
to furnish the Supper.
Mrs. James Spinney and children were man, Weldi, and Mrs. W. T. Bar
Horrid*.
recent guests at Walter Twombly’s.
bour, Chicago, HI., also a sister,
rOR S A l » — Bay
sin e y<aani
(Spool*! to Main* Woods.)
Among those who entertained on
Mrs*
Mary Berry, San Franciscoi,
M. Worbit IS#®. W «fk or drive.
Dec. 30.
Christmas the following were called to
B. F. B*afr
Miss Stella Getchell leaves Tueaday the writer's attention; Mr. and Mrs. H. Calif*, and brother Atwood Cres&ey
morning to enter the Normal school at C. Riddle entertained Mr. and Mrs. W. Mt- Vernon, Maine, besides other rel
FOR SALE—Beef by a side or
Farmington.
F. Oakes and family, Mrs. Emily atives and a hiqst of friends are
toirter. B* F. Beal*
George Morrill of Lakeport, N. H., Oakes, Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Ellis and
left to mourn her loss*
FOR SALiB—(The unusually etaunch is visiting his daughter, Mrs. Fred Christine, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Badger.
able steam yachts “ W a-W a” of Hinkley.
Four generations were represented at
H. A. Furbish was in Augusta the this gathering. Mr. and Mrs. George
ibout 22 H. P. The U. S. GovernKempton entertained Mr. and Mrs.
aent insipectioii of 1911 showed her first of the week on business.
Mrs. Will Tibbetts and children re George Haines and family and Mrs.
to be in first class condition* Ma*y
he inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up turned home from Rumford where Will Wilbur and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Y O U T H F U L W EARERS PROVIDED
per Dam, Maine.
Price will be they Bpent the holidays with Mrs. Tib Frank Kempton had as guests Mr. and
W IT H CHARMING COSTUMES.
betts’
parents.
Mrs. H. B. McCard, Miss Susie Wilbur;
reasonable to a quick purchaser- Ap'
Miss Shirley Hoar is at Farmington Mr. and Mrs. S. B. McCard enter
< " Di* Wort- u Dowjas Fordhooke
..ree Tuns, Pa*
Or Archer for a visit.
tained I. B. Toothaker and Mrs. Ann
Much Lace Employed as Garniture,
Wednesday afternoon a party consist- j Toothaker.
Doubtless, many other
A- Poor at camp.
With Excellent Effect— Floral
»ng of Rev. and Mrs. H. A. Childs, family parties were gathered and the
Designs Are Seen on Both
TOR SALE—Edison Dictating ma Miss Sarah M. Soule, Mrs. H. A Fur- writer would have been glad to report
Tunics and Bodices.
chine- In first class condition. In bish, Velma Tomlinson, Mrs. J. Sher-; them had she known of them,
quire at Maine Woods office.
man Hoar attended the exercises and
Christmas evening a party numberBy MARY DEAN.
Christmas tree held at Dallas school- ; ing about a dozen, starting about 11.30
A good deal of fine, gosamer-like
MOTOR B O A T "M.ARION "
house. A fine progaam was given by were carried about the village by Wm. lace enters into youthful evening
the pupils under the n anagement of Tomlinson's sturdy team, J. B. Tomlin frocks. It often appears in minaret
fOR SALE—26 foot, 7 h. p. Cook- Miss Stella Getchell who has had son acting as driver, to sing Christmas
style, with soft reed at the bottom, or
pit 13 by 6.
Blest stea boat on charge of the school the past term. songs to the shut ins. After the rounds in full gathered flounces extending
th« lake^
Etxcollent for fishing Mr. Childs impersonated Santa Claus had been made the party was landed at from the waist line to a little below
»ad cannot bo excelled for stream in a very realistic way and helped to the door of Mrs. Tomlinson, where hot the hip. The lace is also introduced
work. Seats 12.
Speetd 8 mdlet - distribute gifts from the well laden cocoa, fancy cookies, crackers and cake in slightly revealed petticoats ahd
i«w hauled out at the Big LaJoe. Lee. A'.l were generously remem were served to the party by Miss Sarah fichus. Where the tunic is of soft
silk or chiffon or tulle, it is quite like
Cin delivw any tim« or will hold bered and the occasion was much en Soule and Mrs. Tomlinson. The cus
ly to fall over a
tom is a new one in this town and was
util BprdngPrice $250. Address joyed by al< present.
lace flounced pet
Ira D. Hoar and his daughter, Miss j started by Miss Soule. It is hoped
OrchardoMn, care Maine Wood)-*
ticoat.
For
in
Muriel left Friday morning to spend : that a larger number participate next
stance, among re
the week in Lewiston.
i year.
cent productions
WANTED.
is a c h a r m i n g
I Howard Herrick and Hayden HunChristmas exercises at the church
frock of white
i toon are in Boston enjoying a week of were of rather a different nature this
chiffon, with tunic
WANTSID— 600 cord* o f white birch sight seeing.
year than formerly. The exercises
or upper part of
Wlvered at our mill im Salem, M*.
Mrs. Lewis Bowley has returned were entitled “ White Gifts to the
skirt in panier ef
Will pay $5-76 ner cord untfl fur- from a two months’ visit in Washing- King, ’ The decorations were all of
fect; the lower
within : ton, New York and Philadelphia. While white.
tasr notice, hills payable
A large white cross was
part of the dra
ton days of delivery. For further j in Philadelphia she was the g u e B t of placed at the front of the platform.
pery is secured
and held at the
larticulars, apply to R. V. Planted j Miss Katherine Roeschen.
During the evening each department
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Weld were at brought forward and presented their
bottom b y % nar
it tike mill or Malden Parcel Handl
row band of green
i Dixfield Christmas, guests of his gifts at the time designated on the pro
Campjtny, Malden, Mass.
velvet
ribbon,
j people.
gram. The program also included mus
which borders the
WANTED—500 cords of white birch I Miss Emma Russell has returned tc
ic by the Rangeley orchestra, responskirt and is finish
delivered at our mill Salem*, Maine* her school at Houiton.
sive reading, music by the chorus,
ed at the front by
Apply to R* V* Plaisted art
th-e
Emery Haley is at Massachusetts j Anthems quartet, prayer, response,
a flat bow. The
mill or Malden Parcel Handle Com General hospital for surgical treat- : sung by Master Kenwood Rowe; song,
lower part of the
pany, Malden, Mass.
ment. Later he will be joined by Mrs. Florence and Estelle Harnden; recitaskirt is formed of
Haley, when they will spend their a n -: tion> Mildred Runtoon; reading, Supt.
gathered flounces
AGENTS WANTED—Are yofu mak
of lace. The bod
nual vacation in Boston and vicinity
O.
R.
Rowe;
The
Legend
of
Cathay,
ing good money? If niot, or have
ice is draped with
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Gould were at Rev. H. A. Childs; music by the various
never been an aigemh, get our prop Stratton for Christmas.
white chiffon over
departments.
At
the
close
of
the
ex
osition.
it’s up to you.
Twin
a bodice of lace
Dr. Charles S. Stewart has been hav ercises the well filled trees were |
around which cirCity Co-, bexx 204, Auburn, Maame.
ing a vacation for the past ten days stripped of their ornaments and distri- j
White Chiffon. €jeg a*- the bust
and has improved the time visiting rela- buted to their various owners. E very-1line a band of the green velvet rib
i tives at South Paris.
one concerned voted the 1918 Christmas j bon, finished at the front with a flat
What He Had to Say.
Miss Kathlene Dyer ard Mis= Faye the best ever.
bow. The girdle is of green velvet.
Every once in a while a new cam Ellis are at Nate Ellis’ for the Christ
Draperies of gauze material, such as
Mrs. Clara Rector and family were
paign story yet bobs up in Washing- |
mas recess.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gard Hinkley described, are often held in place by
ton. This one is on Ralph Cole, Ohio |
little nosegays or wreaths of single
member of congress, who did his best j Earle Pillsbury is driving team for Christmas day.
blossoms. One must reckon with these
Pillsbury
at
Macy
to make his district go Republican, but i
lather, Geo. R
Officers for the year were elected
flowerets in planning evening frocks.
who cannot point to any particular j Junction.
recently at Lake View Temple Pythian For the girl they are shown in in
howling success in that regard. At
Mrs. Leafie Gordon of Stratton was Sisters as follows: M. E. C., Emma P.
one town in his district he was to di the guest of her mother, Mrs. Julia McCard; E. S., Minnie Pillsbury; E. J., numerable forms and colors and used
in innumerable ways; and often some
vide his time with a local spellbinder. Morrison Friday.
Mabel L. Hoar; M., Clara Rector; M. bit of originality in the grouping or
The local man spoke first, and was to
Miss Lulene Pillsbury accompanied of R. and C., Mertie Hoar; M. of F., color scheme of these little flowers is
have kept going for half an hour, but
by little Miss Ella, returned home to Ira E. Hinkley; P. of T., Guida Nile; G. the thing that makes the frock a suc
he made It an hour and a half. When
of T., Annie Tomlinson; P. C-, Edna cess.
he got through he made an apology for spend the holidays.
Flower designs embroidered on chif
Hildred Robertson and William Hinkley; Degree Mistress, Josie Hoar;
encroaching on Cole's time.
fon
are very much in evidence on new
Kempton
have
returned
to
theirrespec"It reminds me,” Cole said, as he
pianist, Maggie Harris.
Installing
evening frocks, and some of the very
laced bis audience, “of what I once tive schools after the Christmas re officer. Cora Porter.
The installation prettiest models of the season show
heard in a courtroom. The defendant cess.
will be held Thursday, January 1. Sup floral designs embroidered on tunic
had been found guilty of a criminal
Mrs. H. C. Riddle and Miss Marjorie per being served by the Red Side.
and bodice. Many frocks are orna
charge. The judge sentenced him to j 0 a k eB J eft M on d a y for Boston. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wedge are re mented on bodice and tunic with em
H years. 'Have you anything to say?’
Marjorie seeking treatment for her ceiving congratulations on the birth of broidered flower designs. One is of
demanded the court of the prisoner.
ivory white chara little daughter.
'Nothing but this,’ was the reply. ‘I eyes.
Mrs.
Frank
Hood
and
family
are
Frank Fuller had a small tumor re meuse with bodice
think you’re mighty damned liberal
spending the week as guests of Mrs. moved from the side of his neck Satur a n d t u n i c o f
with another man’s time.’ ”
w h i t e c h iff o n.
Then Cole turned loose and coaxed Hood’s sister, Mrs. G. L. Kempton. day.
Three large pale
hack the departing audience by the They expect to start for their Florida
Mrs. Jos.Wilbur, Mrs. J. B. Tomlin p i n k half-blown
How of his wonderful oratory.—Cin home January 10.
son, Mrs. Hardy Nelson, Mrs. D. E. roses with green
cinnati Times-Star.
Mrs. Wealthy Loomis was at Phillips Hinkley and little Maxine Nile have leaves are em
Monday.
broidered on the
been on the sick list the past week.
Leon Durant who has been employed
bodice front and
SNEFFELS, COL. A. J. Walsh was badly
Kenneth,
the
little
son
of
Mr.
and
*>neup with rceumiuism and pent for Foley ki- The tunic
p'Us which was th<- only thiiiR-that w uld at M. D. Tibbett’s the past season has Mrs. D. W. Spencer was operated on back.
is tucked up in a
Vtchlm fieo. Potter of P n‘ ae. Mo. was down concluded his duties there for a time
for adenoids recently by Dr. F. B. deep fold, and be
® Ms back with tidr.ey a d bladder trouble at d
' “by Kidney Pills n a ^ him wed and aide to and returned to his home.
Colby.
low the fold close
It is a splendid medicine and always
Little Miss Grace Riddle is the guest
fclps. Just try it.
to the lower edge
of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
R. H. PREBLE.
of the tunic are
F. Oakes.
placed at intervals
OBITUARY
|*imiiiiiiiuiniiuimimiii,iiiiii,ii,Hiiiiiiiiii<itiiiimiiiiiiiiHiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiMiiiii^
embroidered rose
Mrs. G. L. Kempton entertained
designs. The tu
Christmas evening with a large tree.
Mrs* Julia Hinkley of Weld was
and
lower
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Ly born Nov. 9, 1835, and departed this nic
edge of the sleeves
man Kempton, Mr. and Mrs. George life December 17, 1913.
are finished with
I {
Maine Stop at
| Kempton and William Kempton, Mr.
She wiais the daughter o f Caleb an a wide band of
and Mrs. Frank Kempton and Miss Johanna Creseey of Mt. Vernon, Me- white marabout.
Irene, Mrs. C. H. Neal and Maxwell, Was married to Ephraim Hinkley in
Another frock is
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Soule, Mr. and the year of 1864, who preceded her of old gold charh HE
Mrs. F. C. Porter and family, Mr. and March 15, 1888*
They! lived
for meuse, with bod
Mrs. W. F. Oakes and family, Mr. and several years in Phillips, and then ice and tunic of Pale Pink Chif
cream c o lo r e d
|Midway between New City Hall and Mon- g
moved to Rangeley, where they re chiffon, trimmed in
fon; Black Satin
umerit Square
Bodice Drapery
sided up tio the time of Mr. Bink embroidered y e l 
WE WANT TOUR COW OR HORSE HIDE
H Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
and Girdle.
ley’s death,, after which Mrs* Hink low daisies with
=Conveniently Located for people Attending ^
and we will tan and make you a
dark centers.
The tunic of chif
I
, Conventions
i
beautiful Coat, Robe or Mittens to ley continued to live there until a*
order. We make and remodel bout ten years ago, since whien she
|Every courtesy and attention shown ladies |
fon is in minaret style.
Around
ladies’ furs. Prices reasonable.
traveling alone
the lower edge, concealing the
Samples and price List FREE.
1 ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
reed which gives the barrel-hopp form,
Galloway coats and Robes for
1
TRANGIEN r R A T E S
sale at wholesale prices.
Do you besrin to coujrh at night, just whin you is placed a narrow bamd of skunk. Be
hopetosieep? Do you have a "ickliug throat
|European Plan SI.00 per clay and up =
All work guaranteed.
thar keeps you awake? Just take 1nley’s t-ioney low the trimming of fur there i3 a
|American Plan 152.00 per day and up |
and Tar Compound. It will check the uvugh and scalloped edge fold
of the chiffon.
References: Miles & Highbee,
J H. E. THURSTON. K. F. HIMMELEIN, |
stop
the tickling sensation at once. Eocs r-. t up
Bankers. Milford, Ind.
set the stomach, is best for children an.I crown There is a lower tunic of soft cream
Proprietor*.
Milford Robe & Tanning Co.,
Munjoy Hill Cars pass the door.
persons. £
lace.

XMAS CAROLS
SUNG TO SHUT-INS

FROCKS FOR EVENING

CHANGE WROUGHT BY GARDEN
Experiment by Mine Official Demoivstrates How Much Good There Is
In Beautiful Surroundings.
Grace Tabor, one of the department
editors of the;(House and Garden, say*
that there is an Intimate connection
between a man and his garden. Sher
was describing the early gardens of
this country, those of the Spanish set
tlers in Florida, the Puritans in New
England, the Dutch in New Amster
dam and the cavaliers and Quakers
in Maryland and Pennsylvania. But
no matter what the nationality or the
style involved, a true garden reflects
the character of its maker. She spoke
truly, as any visitor to the formal
terraces of Mount Vernon or to the
democratic ledges of Monticello will
agree. But If a garden reflects its
maker’s temperament, It Is no less
true that often a garden influences It.
In one of the American trade pub
lications there recently appeared a
story told by the general manager of
a coal mining corporation at Weyanoke, W. Va.—a settlement in the dis
trict sorely afflicted with industrial
conflicts. He saw that the average
man worked short hours and rarely
put in full time every month. This
idleness was not voluntary, but came
about in the regular course of the
work. Idleness added to the discon
tent, so he hit on the idea of intro
ducing Into the mountain region the
small garden system so profitably
practiced by the laborers of England.
He tried to induce his men to utilize
their spare time in cultivating gar
dens, and offered prizes for various
kinds of vegetables and flower plots.
At first the miners viewed the pro
posal with suspicion. One or two won
the prizes. The next year the change
was remarkable. Out of 225 men em
ployed at the camp all the heads of
families had started gardens.
And
splendid specimens they were, full of
luscious small fruits and crisp, fresh
vegetables. The women brightened
their lives by sowing flower seeds.
No matter how garish the color—it
was color, and color brightened their
hard lives.—Indianapolis News.

MUST LOOK TO THE FUTURE
New Law in Massachusetts Makes the
Proper Planning of All Towns
Compulsory.
The last legislature of Massachu
setts, by two brief acts, made city
planning compulsory for every town
of more than 10,000 population and for
every city. A large measure of home
rule is provided by the law. since the
local governing bodies—city councils,
commissions or town meetings—will
determine the number of members in
each board, the rate of payment for
services and expenses and other ad
ministrative details. State-wide unity
will be given to the work by the su
pervision of the Massachusetts home
stead commission.
Under the law the first task given
the local boards is to make a compre
hensive study of the resources, possi
bilities and needs of the community.
This provision means that in the
course of a comparatively brief time
each city and town affected by the law
will make an adequate social survey.
City planning under the Massachu
setts law is a very human thing. First
emphasis is laid upon the ordering of
the municipal activities, both public
and private, so that the health and
welfare of the Individual will be con
served. All city planning, of course,
has this human end for its ultimate
aim. The Massachusetts law makes
this human end not only ultimate but
immediate.
___ _______ ________
i
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William F. Nye is the great
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is the best oil he has ever made.
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4-8 Elm St.

Milford, Ind.

R. H. PREBLE.

world. H e was the first bottler; has
the largest business and

NYOIL

NYOIL has no equal.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
where a light oil is required. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion. Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.
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When I had gotten a few stones a~ W H EN AND W H A T T O COOK |f\J
CAMP
{
,
way the rabbit
escaped
through j
Henry Curs-tock’s hands, so that !
gave the hoys their first lesson that ! F;amjous Him ter Tells of Making ;0lityou cannot pick up a rabbit like a
door Enjoyable
house catThe hoys were quiet
Has Hamlin Hall Boys to Instruct for a minute and they looked as
C- L- Gilman, famous as a woods
though they h^d lost
their
last man and hunter, tells in Anns and
in Woodscraft.
friend, but they seemed to feel the M&n, the origin of the National
better when I opened the bean kettl Rifle association, what, when, and
and served themj a dinner like they how to cook wh-en in. camp,
December 20.
as
serve in a Maine lumber camp, on Arms and the Man, says, the article
To the Editor otf Maine Woods:
tin plates and efupsis “ exactly seasonable at thi® time”
While I puss the Maine woods and
1 served beaus, bread, jelly, ging of the year.
its mountains, streams and natural
erbread and cookies.
The appeti
forests as it is where I
was
“ Just as sound common, sense,”
te of the boys were o. Ik., and their
born and lived the greater part of
writes Mr- Gilman, “ dictates that no
ages are from eight to 13
years.
my life, I am. now visiting
the
rifle should he thrown
down on
There is nothing like tramping and
woods of Connecticut a great dealgame before it has been tried, test
carrying a pack through the woods
The mountains here afe small with
ed and targeted on the rang»e so the
up hill and down to make
good
small trees and very rocky and full
same quality suggests that it
is
healthy men.
There are several
of small ponds.
It is quite inter
folly to attempt over the campfire
things boys have to learn in the
esting to Study the difference be
a culinary miracle which has not
woods, such as how to swing an
tween those here
and
those in
previously been rehearsed on the
axe, blaze a trail, cook an outdoor
MaineReceipes, which ,r,ead
dinner, build a fire after a rain cookstove.
well la the cookbook, a nd patent
While the Maine woods abound in j storm, and along with all
the e
timber, spruce, beechi, birch, maples, |things the boy is getting strength package, have a way o f developing
etc-, the woods here consist of more in every muscle ttf his body. Them foods, which promdse much) in the
red cedar, hickory, chestnut
and ! are several other things that the perverse traits in the pot or panoakConnecticut has a few
of ; boys can do like building a log -cabi An open fire, with a vociferous
the same trees as Maine,, 'like the j or even a lean-toThe lean-to can background of ravenous appetites
beech, maple, pine and spruce.
be built iu the wild woods in an ‘yammerin’g suggestions, is a rotten
It does my heart giood when hour's time.
Sometimes theyt are layout for experiments.”
Even such rudimentary di>hes a6
tramping through the woods here j built of yust poles and brush' while
and
known as Mt. Carmel with a crowd some are built of poles covered with cornmeal piush, fried bacon
of from 16 to 30 hoys to see oocas- birch or spiuce bark peeled off in flapjacks come jnore quickly and
sionally a partridge, grey squirrel large -Sheets from three to four better from the camp file, Mr. Gil
man adds, when the man who cooks
or a rabbit.
I have not seen a j feet stquare.
deer except in captivity, but have [ My first experience iu camping them is one who has had a previous
seen tracks where they have .been in was when I was about 10 years
of training on the range in liis own
the wet cones.
age.
With some other boys
of home kitchen.
“ Begin,” continues the writer, “ in
The trails of Mt. Carmel are not the same age I
went camping.
like those of Maine‘They
have One night we took foodj, blankets doors with the regular oven, and, if
been built like a road but narrows and axes and went out in the woods possible, put over a batch or so
and the trees along the trail look about % mile from1 the village, in in the camp reflector, showing it up
room
to me as though they "were wishing the town of Stratton. We spent against the side o f sitting
Then and only then
to he blazed in making a trail. The the night thereIt was a cool base-burner.
people here think they have to put summer nightWe made our shelt can a man be reasonably sure that
in
in stairways and board walks
to er of fir balsam boughs and - poles his outdoor efforts will result
make a good trail, while the trails and our beds were made o f boughs something light, palatable, measura
of Maine are made by following an of the same kind.
That being our bly- digestible.
“ Raw materials which liave been
old tote road or by blazing your way first night I shall never forget itbrought
by great labor at the paddle
through the woods.
We heard every sound and being on
On one of our trips I had a very ly: b.oys alone whenever a squirrel or and under the pack to a country
interesting thing for the boys, and i a rabbit rustled the leaves it sound where fresh supplies are unobtaina
that was trying to catch a rabbit, j ed as though it might be a bear ble are far too valuable to be wast
We were making a trail through the or something largerAfter that it ed in unsuccessful experiments“ It is this labor o f transportation
woods when the rabbit went under a was my great desire to be in the
heap o f rooks.
We shouted to the i woods hunting and fishing or even which makes any innovation in the
other boys, Albert Thomas, Edward |just campingI greatly desired to line of concentrated food— of food
Nettleton, Harry Sullmon*
Alfred build a log cabin with other boys a- that is all food 'with the last dro-p
Bingham, Roger Treat, Morgan Oui- ! bout my age who live in that of water squeezed out— of vital in
sports
tis, and Billy Kent.
Th,ey all rush- j town now.
We thought we would terest to the man whose
lonesome
ed to the stone heapWhile I was build a cabin about a mile
from carry him into far and
digging into the centre to get him Stratton village and in about six j places.
“ In the matter of bare subsistence
out, the boys were at the hol-e/s months’ time we had a good com for
wishing for a chance to catch him- ! table cabin where we spent several it is doubtful if anything can be
of
nights.
1 was getting to the age added to the eternal elements
Cora-meal, wild rice,
of twelve when my father with oth camp grub.
heap t,j flour, .bacon, sugar,
tea
ers purchased the Round Mountain
and
Lake Camps and I thought it would and salt, with a bit o f soda
pepper to enliven the same,
and
be great to live in the Woods.
That following sea on we moved some prunes and tobacco to aid di
to the camps where I engaged my gestion, have been from the begin
ana each a
self in helping with the camps and ning and will be until the end of
better loaf than
acting as a guide.
I soon learned time all that man requires to keep
all
the
trails
and
took
the
guests him alive and working.
"you have ever made
“ But man, particularly city broke
stream fishing and around through
before—yours if
the woods, until one day, getting to man, needs more to make him reall
you will only
the age of eighteen I thought mar happy—his palate and his health
demand something more o f variety.
specify Wil
ried life better.
“ So, when oiie reads in the cata
liam T ell
After being married we thought
logues
of dehy drated vegetables so
best to start. a camp for ourselves,
w h e n you
reduced that a single pound is the
so
leased
the
Deer
Pond
Camps
for
order flour.
of
two years, but could not make the equivalent o f a dozen pounds
Just as good for
a
place payThen we went back to i the fresh garden product; o f
cake and biscuits and
pound
o
f
porterhouse
stewed
ddfwn
Round Mountain Lake Camps for
pastry and all the rest
two years, until one day decided to to a thimbleful of goo, and o f a
of the good things
start a sporting .camp on Saddleback quart of turtle soup dried into an
to eat that good
Lake.
Here I find it very nice and inch cube, his. mouth begins to
flour makes.
enjoy every minute I am there, as j water.
“ But between the patent fodder
All extra nutri
well as keeping the camp with a
in
the sporting goods store and you
tious, too, be
good jolly crowd of from twelve to
cause William
grub sack in the wilderness should
fifteen all the time.
Tell is milled byt
Often people ask, “ What can any intervene the cool, dispassionate
our special process
one do for a pastime up there?” One third degree of your indoor rangefrom Ohio Red Winter
good
can row a boat, fish, hunt, tramp th Because some of ’em are
Wheat— the richest
and
somie
o
f
’em)
are
not,
and
all
trails and climb mountains.
After
andfl iest grown.
being in the wipods one will never of ’em must be handled right to
give the best results-”
a,?k, “ What can you do in
the
Referring to potatoes, Mr. Gilman
woods?”
I have often heard peonie
admits
they have proved disappoint
in the woods say, “ I don't see how
the time we put in goes so fast.” ing as a camp food so far as he
As their food value
So let us all study the nature
of is concernedis low, their equivalent in a more
the
wilds
and
be
healthy
and
happy0. H . M C K E N Z IE T R A D IN G
CO.
Hemoin Blackwell. easily handled form is to be found
Phillips, Ms.
in rice, Mr. Gilman adds that pota
toes have never found their
way
from the indoor range to hits own
Catches by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing instantly
campfirewithout injuring the pelt. A hu
mane feature that is very com
“ But onions,” he adds, “ one pound
mendable; BESIDES IT SAVES
dried equivalent to 12 pounds fresh
EVERY EUR FOR THE TR A P 
PER. The only trap ever con
by the catalogue, are an unfailing
structed with a DOUBLE TRIP
delight.
Used an soups and stew-s*
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
tlhey
soak
up while cooking,) thus
ing furs of mink, skunk, "c o o n ” ,
etc. There is no escape, the trap
adding
nothing
to the length o f the
per gets every pelt.
process and are there with their
ll |AS C brings Illustrated Guide
U I ’VlL Riving the first time in
pungent, satisfying savor unabated.
print the treasured secrets of the
“ As much can be pinched o ff be
wisest old trappers in this country.
N
*
It's worth dollars to you.
tween thumb and triggjer finger froi
the block will suffice to make a
bean, pea or mixed soup for four
a joy to the nostrils.
And—throw
about twice as amuck into the fry 
ing pan with a cupful o f watery a
TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY CO.,
Box W,
OAK PARK, ILL.
tablespoonful of bacon grease .and
a hunk o f deer meat, simmer und-er

MAINE CAMP MAN
IN CONNECTICUT

A

a cover until the water is evapor the clay is at its lowest Level at
ated or absorbed by the onions, this point, the low channel extend
fry. gently- in the bacon grease and ; ing north and south about on the
line o f Dartmouth street from! this
pepper and salt to ta^to.
point to the Charles river.
“ There’s
food— venison
steak
Above the glacial clay isi a de
smothered in ouiums.
posit about 20 feet iu thickness 0f
“ Why, these -condensed tear-teasers will make even boiled
swamp compacted silt, extending to the
surface of toe old Back Bay and
rabbit taste like more“ Dehydrated carrots-^ reputed to containing layers o£ giant oyst«
The largest of the shells
scale up about 1 to 10—are excell shells.
found is 10 inched long and weig^
ent in, a soup.
in fact the wise
The ground above this
cook will reserve them strictly- to 2Vi pounds.
point was, filled in with gravel k
the service o f adding a touch
of
sophistication to the otherwise crude the year 1870 to, something above its
j ([ |[ j U
and primitive camp stew.
Like the presgradeTh©
whole
Back
Bay
district, ex
onions, they can be cooked up with
out soaking—provided they are put tending across, the Charles river
into Cambridge, has shown a grad
in when th© water is cold and
ual settlement in addition due to
allowed to warm up with it.
the displacement of the silt.
“ This tame vegetable can*
by
This settlement has been reliably
overnight soaking, be plumped up
estimated to be at the rate of one
to the point where it can be cream 
foot in 1* 0 yearsAssuming this
ed veryi realistically-—if The Right
rate of settlement to be fairly uni
Person is around to do said cream 
form an interesting estimate maybe
ing aforesaid.
made of the age of the sticks found“ To sum up the three dehydrat- I
Th© present elevation is about 12
ed vegetables put over the course I !
feet below mean low water.
would say that, for my own person- j
The original elevation must have
al
tastes,
I play the
onions
been about tide marsh level or astrong—the longer
th.e trip the
b.out eight feet above low
water,
stronger they should be playied for i
making a total settlement of 2d
notorious digestive reasonsThe j
feetAt the rate of on© foot sub
potatoes are so cumbe.some a i com 
sidence per 100 years, this 20-foot
pared with rice that no one but a |
settlement would indicate that the
potato maniac would care to bother
sticks
discovered were
sharpened
with them on the trail. The car- !
and set in place 2000 years ago.rots may he classed strictly- as
a
Boston HeraldluxuryWere one contemplating moving in;
D U C K S AN D MOSQUITOES. 1
a rather heavy outfit aud establish- |
itig a camp of some permanence far
Th© most effective method of ex
f-om any source ot fresh supplies j
terminating mosquitoes, says Dr
this vegetable in the condensed form
Gabbing, director o f the
Leipzic
would place a pleasant bit of variety
zoological gardens, Berlin, is to keep
ar. the command o f the camp cook.
wild ducks on the ponds where they
“ Assuming that tine other dehydrat
breed.
Thee© birds feed eagerly
ed vegetables toted show as well
upon all insect life in the larvae
in the c o c .k stove test they might
state, and. where there are plenty of
likewise be included in a ‘heavy’ |
ducks
very* few of the larvae reach
rut- list
b’ .vowt to
ralio
of i
the glories o f mosquitohood, even
1 to 12, looks to me a desirable ad- !
in the most stagnant pools.
Dr.
ditio.ii, chiefly for mixing with corn* j
Gebbing gives numerous cases ti
meal flapjacks.
substantiate this claim.
Count You
“ Of the denydrated fruits cran
Williamowitz und Mollendorff, chair
berries and rh-ubarb promise
the
man of the German society for tie
most valuable dietetic results but ,
protection of bird life, says, tha1
the mor.o conventional prunes* rais- i
his estates were infested with mor
ins and dr’ed apricots already fill tb i
quitoes till, some
years ago, he
need of something astringent, som e
thing sour, so well that I
have stocked his ponds with thousands e!
wild ducksDr- Heinroth, one «!
never been much interested in try- |
the keepers o f the Berlin zoologic»l
ing them.
garden* a specialist on th© habits
of ducks, points out that there iu
FISH IN G IN C O P L E Y SQ UARE
been a great diminution of the mquito p-9 t in th© Thiergarten. Ber
Prehi«toric
Weir
Unearthed
by
lin's large wooded Park, since wild
Workmen— Thought to Be 2000
duck were introduced some yens
Years Oldago ©n its lakes and stagnant water ,
courses.
Dr. Gebbing
has hid
What the Boston transit cornmis- ]
equal success with hist own experi
sion considers substantial proof of
ments at Leipsic,
some of the activities o f
the
people who lived on the site o f Bos
G E T Q U A N T IT IE S
O F SPRUCE
ton 2000 years ago has been reveal- 1
GUM ed by workmen constructing
the 1
Boylston street subway.
D- H. and E- W. Verrill of Wilton
Thirty feet beneath the surface
have returned from Madrid where
in Copley square they have dug up
they have been for 11 weeks colled
remnants o f a prehistoric fish weir
ing spruce guru in the forests abo*
that not only furnishes a clue to
that townTheyt hav© shipped to
what the inhabitants did, but aLto
their brother, F. E. Verrill, at FYu"
to how much “ made land” has sifted'
mington, 2,953 pounds o f gum as it
in during the succeeding centurieswas taken from the trees.
F. £
The parts o f the weir that
have j
Verrill prepares this gum for tie
been found consist of
sharpened |
marketD. H. and E. W. Verrii.
sticks about four feet Jong and two |
will in a few days go to the soutt'
inches in diameter, the points beingwest Bide o f Mt- Abram to build i
driven into the blue clay that under-1
camp and collect gum during tit
lies the silt, to a distance of about
winter.
18 inchesTraces still remain of
longitudinal waiting between
the
uprights.
M A IN E W O O D S . L O W ADVER
The tops o f the sticks
became
T I S IN G R A T E S .
covered with silt and it is suppos
ed that their present depth marks
th© total subsidence of the land
since they were set in place- Some
o f the sticks are birch, some pieces
still retaining the bark.
Others
bear a rough brown bark similar to |
I that on the trunk o f a white pin©The sticks filhoWJ unmistakable
signs of being sharpened with some
rough Instrument.
Their
upper
portions were covered by» the over- !
lying stratum o f silt, and were
not so well preserved as the points. :
The wood, while-keeping ite shape,
was very soft when found, and easil
Always Does Good”
broken or scarred.
Some of these
The established custom among
New England folks is to always
sticks ar© now at the office of toe
have
' j™
Boston transit commission,
and
others have been taken to the Pea
“ L. F .” Atwood’s Medicine
body Museupi at Harvard.
in the house. Thus they prevent
sickness, by relieving those minor
This weir was found in the sur
disorders which lead to more seri
face o f that blue clay deposited by
ous ills.
glacial action in the old
Boston
Many Uses
basin.
This stratum o f clay is aGuilford, Me.
" I always keep ‘ I.. F .’ Atwood’s Med
bout 100 feet in thickness at this
icine in the house to use in case of indiges
tion, constipation, headache,dizziness,acid
Point and rests on bowlders everlaystomach or colds.
ing the bed rockThe top o f the
[signed] M r s . W a r r e n PomroV
G et a b ig 35c bottle at your druggist’s
clay her© is about 12 feet
below
to day— or write us for liberal trial
mean low water.
sample if you 've never yet used it.
“ L. F.” Medicine Co.. Portland, Me.
Borings along the line o f the
subway indicate that th© surface o f
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great enemy is the woli.
A big th© mountains to the rivers
and huskie dogs.
As near as l could do not lose their antlers except in
grizzly grey timber wolf will weigh lakes and the cows gave birth to make out they killed about two
mortal combat or unless they get
about one hundred and fifty pounds, their youngIn every case I hundred bull moose for their year’s
them locked in tom e unaccountable
and during ,the season the moose noted .they had two calves but 1 supply, the larger portion of which
Many and many a time have I
way in the fork of a tree.
are yarding tke! e wolves travel a- could not find out whether there was required to feed then dogs.
leard the expression, “ In
the
The hull moose is th© noblest and
round singly.
1 have never seen was one of each sex or not. There They told me they did not kill any
velvet” wbkih t© a hunter means
loftier! animal in all creation.
He
•bat the hull moose are growing tracks of more than one at a time were no wolves around to mol© t cow-nieose and in fact stated that is man’s greatest friend in
the
during mid-winter.
A wolf
will them for the reason, that I have a l on!; bad “ Injin'* kill cow-mool ©.
antlers.
Whenever and w.herforestH© is the only male animal
circle around one of these yards ready stated*, th© wolves had all I naturally inferred from, this that
ev«r I heard this! remark I have
I know of that fights until
th©
for days, gradually getting closer, been drawn away to the mountain®. they had been taught to preserve i
^ken an except on to it and condeath for the preservation of his
but just as socm as he is sicented,
1 went out with offspring.
During the summer season
you their food supply{equently an argument followed.
And his enemy, the wolf,
several of the bul.s go out and en will never find a bull moose along some of them about a mile from ;
Tke prevailing and almost univeris every thing that is the reverse-—
deavor
to
kill
him
or
drive
him
awith the cows, calves or yearlings;, their camp where .they were drying Hamilton Fisher in Rod & Gun in
jjl opinion is that the bull moose
Should they catch the wolf n-or will you find him in do* e prox the meat of a couple of bulls that Canada.
loses his aatleis and grows a new way.
He has other had only been killed the day before
set every year^ ; nd it is on this they make very) short work of him imity! to his familyparticular subject that I will en for they) literally cut him to pieces very important duties to perform an and I never saw two more beautiful FAM ED GRASSY L A K E MDOS0
with their front feetOccasionally, that is to keep aw,ay the enemyisets of antlers than these
moos©
deavor to give a few facts that
SLAIN A T LAST.
however*, one o f the younger .bulls
They cut the meat off the
came under my personal observa
1 would like to mention that the had.
-----------|
will show a little more fighting
tion during the many yeans I lived
yearlings, are almost
full grown. carcass in slabs of different sizes
The big moose of the Timagaini
spirit than s.cme of his mates and
jnthe Yukon and wihichs diifer en 
They are not as heavy of course as about one inch thick and dried ha® been shot at last.
Th© giant
will follow the wolf a litt'e
too
tirely from, the opinions ufJualiy ex
a big bull but they are just as tail- them in the sun until the meat was animal, whose immunity from the
far.
This is just what the wolf is
pressed by our city sportsmen.
The male yearling
has a short perfectly incased with, a hard coat- bullets of th© haunters’ rifle had .be
looking for, for when he gets the
They buil-d file s around, but j come almost a proverb in that dis
For two years 1 lived about four
straight horn that is covered with ting.
moose a certain distance away from
only
to
keep the flies awayi, not to trict, will no longer roam the woods
iundred and f.fiji miles
northeast
a soft velvety subsiance and thijs
the .herd he turns and becomes the
Wher© I saw and only its memory remains to
of Daw.-cn City at the head waters
is the only moose that the term smoke the meat.
aggressorThe moose being an
this
operation
was
a
short distance ; form the .basis of legendary
of the Upper Stewart River, where
“ in the velvet” .can he applied to.
tales
animal very easily frightened starts
the high snow-capped peaks of the
My opinion is that the theory
of below the snow line on Mount Jesus, i for the benefit o f future travellers.
to run and the wolf runs, right aRocky Mountains are intersected by
the bulla losing their horns origin- j I asked them about the wolves and In the days t0 come, round the camp
longside of hirni and bites at the
the Arctic C iide, where the mid
ated from the fact that nothing but j they told me the wolf was every- j fires at night, stories will be told by
cords of his hind JegsThis is
night sun is seen for days during
cows and young bulls would be seen thing that was bad (Nazole©) “ kill the veteran hunters to their younger
called “ ham-st,dugiug-'' Should the
the latter part of June, and where
in a well known inotse district dur moose, kill good Injin, kill every brethren of the fampuist moose of
moose be a year h g or a w eakling
thing-”
I asked them if
they the Timugami, and its numerous mir
tho sun. disappears altogether be
ing the summer.
he is almost sure
to go down,butj
killed the wolves and they assured aculous ©scapes from their usually
low the horizon for at least three
The
first
thing
the
mooTe
teaches
i
a full grown moot© will get the j
me they killed a great quantity. reliable rifles.
months during winter.
This
is
eveiy time.InIits young is to swim and I have seen Their principal mode p£ destroying
.^questionably the gieatest moose betler of the wo*f
By popular report the animal bore
the
little
ones
take
to
water
and
this way the bull moose fight and
the wolf is by poisoningThis a charmed life.
Hunters and In
country in the world and many- a
swim
quite
rapidly
when
theyi
could
protect the weak ones o f their fam
they do by cutting or boring a hole dians -have known, of its existence
dice have I watched and taken note
not
have
been
more
than
a
coup1
©
ily a‘ l through the hard winter
into a tr©e about two inches
in for years pastY©t_ never wra® a
of their habits.
of weeks oldmonths.
diameter and about three inches into shot fired at it that took effect,
My first winter I had to depend
We will now leave the cows, calv
My cabin happened to be located
the treeThe hoi© is then filled i though many hav© tried to end its
ilmost exclusively on the moose
es a ud yearlings and go hack to j
within
close
pioximity
to
one
of
up tight with moose tallow in the career.
Often, has it been seen,
for my existence.
I used
their
the mountains where the bubs live |
hides for my beddingThe hock these yards and there' was scarce all tiuminer to fight the wolves, and centre of which a quantity) o f strydr1 in places*, whei© escape seemed im
awayi
of the moose skinned without split ly a day passed tnat Ii did not see in this way protect the weak ones nine has been carefully placed. The possible, but always, it got
ting furnished my footwear, and for one or more of theise animals going of their family who are romping a- ! strychnin© they get from the Hud Little wonder that its fame became
Good known far and wide, and
people
OTer four months I lived entirely on up or down the river in front of my round in the valleys fifty miles a- son’s Bay Company) at Fort
One day I counted as many
FIopecame to believe that the moose was
boiled moose meatConsequently^ cabin.
way.
The wolf being of a thieving na* j under the special protection of the
chink you will admit I lived
with as thirty-five in a line passing writhA band of Indians come from- Fo» F
in two hundred yards of my cabin.
ture comes along and begins pawing spirits of the woods.
the mooseGood Hope on the MciKenzie River \
But now it is gone, and its career
Now, before taking up the antler I judged they comprised the who]e
out the tallow-j, which he gets
in
every summer to the Yukon slope of
family
as
’
there
were
bulls,
cows,
question I would like to draw at
very small quantities.
He keeps at jvas terminated by a Cobalt hunter,
the RockiesThere is also a band
it until h© reaches the poison which Milton Carr was the man who at last
tention to another prevailing
and yearlings and calves. The biggest
comes from F o.t McPherson. The. ie
bul1
in
the
drove
waii
in
the
front
brought dowa the famous mool ©i of
kills him instantlyirroaeous idea about the mooseare the tw o most northern tribes of
And a magnificent
The bull moose come down from the Timagami.
The general opinion is that the and another big bull brought up the
All during the winter and as Indians on the American, .continent. : the mountains about the first of Oct animal it proved to beEight feet
bull moote does not protect his o ff rear.
SaW They come over the mountains in ober and join their families
horns
spring. X wish to give this a most late as the middle of April i
and in height it stood, and its
about forty ‘ sleeps,” that is1
, ac- (
live peacefully together all winter measured from tip to tip fifty-one
emphatic contradictionI say, and these animals and the bulls always
cording to their own way of reckon
inches.
The spread would
have
Isays it fearlessly, that there is not had their horns onas I have first described.
The moose feed during the winter! ing forty days, and-their object is j Now it matters not to m© whether been still greater had not the horns
in animal in all Cod’s creation that
to kill moose and dry the meat for
It 3 captor sent
lights harder for the pret ervatio.n of on the .tops of alder and other small I
this idea o f the moose is accepted turned upwardstheir
winter’s food. These Indians
bushes that g. ow .near the rivens
by some of our city moose hunters ; the head to his home in Hamilton,
to young than the bull moose.
live on mooc© meat exclusively . ThijJ
or not.
I am only) giving the act to be mounted and pr© erved as a
We will endeavor to follow their and lakes, and du ing the very cold
do not use flour or grain of any I
ual condition o f their habits in the visible tribute to the monarch of
habits for a year, in which/ I will weather are exceedingly tame.
kind, nothing- but boiled moose
far north.
1 ami quite positive they the hush-—Rod & Dun in Canada.
try and make clear my ideas>
on
About the loth of Apr.l the ice on j
meat.
Hitlers and self-preservation•
the different water courses begins
A couple of the “ Good1 Hope” In
We will beg. n at the time of year to get bad and the moose all leave
dians came to my cabin in May and
vhen bull^, cow s and calves are all for the Southern slopes o f the moun
1 was much surprised to find that
living peacefully), together.
That tains where they get plenty of sun
they could speak Engl.sk' very well
time is January, February
and and, their earliest spring food.
and a1so to find that they
were
March and is called “ yaiding sea
Now cpmes a yery important habit ChristianizedThey were intellec- j
son." In other word®, the moose of the moose that is not generally
tual and very religious, they and all 1
*11 live in families of from' thirty known.
As scon as the wrolv©a fiui| their tribe having been converted to 1
to forty in selected lowTjumg, ’heav that their game is gone .theyi begin
the Roman Catholic religion. Phy- i
ily wooded districts, and always nea how‘ ing and coagiegating in packs. sically, morally and mentally’ they ;
Hake or water course. This par This is the only time of the year the
are very much superior
to the
ticularly selected fp ot is called a wo1! is dangerous,, anti it is very- coast or plains Indians.
My first
"Moose Yard.”
They do not travel unwise to go any cbtan ce
from impression was that they resemb
fir abroad dur.ng this season and yo,ur camp without your rif-e, and led the Japanese very much, not
unless you knew- where a yard was even with a f.fl© X am afraid a man only in their size and build, but
located you would have great dlffi- would stand a very poor sikow a- also in their peculiar almond chap- i
wlty in finding themTheir one gainst a howling, starving packed eyes.
They are ve y strong and ,
For days I heard them howling ; sturdy and are as honest as it is !
to
and joining forces uncomfortably ! possible for any human beings
They never quarrel
among |
do-se to my cabiin, and p.]© n ijh t a- be.
bout teu days after the moose had themselveis and will not barter or !
disappeared I heard then* coming trade in anything without the con- !
FAMOUS
dow'n the river on the ice barking, sent of their OhjiefThese two Indians appeared to me
yelping
and whining in a furious
MCKWOODS
state.
1 was in bed at the ,time», to be of such good quality that I
bu>- I can as,oure you it was enough thought 1 would like to visit their
FAIRYTALES
to make me jiump u.p and get my camp, and I got on© of them .to draw
me out a plan of where they were
rifle.
The window of my cabin was an located, which 1 afterwards found
very
opening cut in the logs about eight to he actually correct and
Ed Grant, Beaver Pond Camps
een inches square With on-y a piece easily followed.
N*wri-«diu>r matter, interi-sungr.
Thefirst edition was exhausted much sooner
In the early pait of July after
*1»n»e(xptct«rd and the popular demand was of flour sack tacked across to keep
h) (pent for a second edition th-t w«- published out the cold and let in the
light. several hard day»' Paddling and a
‘nwlarfed *ml irann v-»d edition to be sold by
Before 1 could get time to light my long trip into the mountains I reach
®*jl (pnutpaid) at *he low price named.
"*8lvecents.postpaid. Stamps accepted.
in
rude Ught (a piece cf rag in bear’s ed this Indian encampment
J. W. BRACKETT CO ,
grease) the wolves were all around “ Mount Jesu/K - * As my stoiy is of
Phillips, Me.
my cabin howling in a way that moose and wolves' I will not go
made night hideousTo say
I further into the Indians’ mode of
was frightened would be putting it living or the peculiar reception
From them
very mildly.
I was just about5 as j which they gav© me.
MAPS O F M A IN E
scared as it is possible to be- There ' I first learned o f the habits of the
RESORTS a n d r o a d s
very
was I in .the dark and cold,
very moose and. it interested me
Theyi described to me as
Qvery muchMaine Woods has frequent inquiries scantily .clad and expecting
“r maps of the tKhing regions of the minute one of the .brutes would take plainly as possible how all
the
l»te, etc. We can furnish the follow- a dive through my window-. I hope moose came up to the mountains
lng maps:
fol
franklin County
$ .50. that those o f you who have never in the spring and the wolves
, howr, all the she-moose
wolves lowed them1
Somerset County
.50 heard a pack of starving
juford County
.50 howling, wiih only) a thin bit of and young moose went back to th©
oscalaquip County
.50'
valleys below, how the hull
moose
Aroostook Courn y
.50 canvas between you and their razor(th©
Indian
name
is
“
Inks
ka”
) stay
edged
fangs,
never
will.
Just
as
Washington Coun'y
.50
daylight appealed they start ed up in the mountains all summer
Oating map o f Maim*, 20x35 in
1.00 soon
th©
Geological map of Maine
.35 ed down the river on the
moose’s and were constantly) fighting
}•J. map of Maine
.35 trail barking and yelping like
a wolves, the wolves at this season
Androscoggin County
.35
I can assure you j of the year going in small packs
Cumberland County
.35 pack of houndis.
j*anC’.ck Coun ty
. 50 that there was one glad heart when ; of from four to six.
about
^nnebec County
.35 the siege was overThat was the | I asked them particularly
JjM* County
.35 last I heard of the wolves for the j their horns and they told me all the
Lincoln and SagadahocCounties
.35
went moos© in the mountain® had horns
«nobscot. County
,5n spring and un.mer, they all
Waldo County
.35 away together, back to th© moun and that they stayed up there until
Y(>rk County
.35 tains where the moose had led about the 1st of OctoberThis
little band of Indians consisted
of
them.
about
About the 15th of May ail
the about five families, in all
Phillips,
Maine. cows and yearlings tame back from , thirtyi souls, and a whole army of
IHE
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for camp and hotel proprietors to get
ready for the coming season, by hav
ing their booklets and stationery
printed.
We are equipped with modern
machines and type, and can furnish
everything necessary

FOR THAT NEW
BOOKLET

to make it the most attractive you
have ever had.
Write for samples and prices, and
we will help you plan jo u r book to
make it a business getter.
DO IT NOW!

MAINE WOODS,

J- W BRACKETT CO.,

Phillips,

-

Maine
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Where To Go In Maine

HORSES AND HORSEMEN

Thelma Whitney; recitation, My Dolly
hung her Stocking, Laura Lake; music
organ violin cornet; reading, “ Santa
Claus Is,” Mrs. Whitney; recitation
A Christmas Wish, Marion Davis; reci
tation, When Papa Sleeps, Norman
Whitney; recitation, His Christmas
Wish, Lonwell Adley; song, Just a lit
tle empty stocking, Mrs. Whitney
Miss Adley; recitation, Letter to Santa
Claus, Vivian Whitney; reciaation
Sing a Song of Secret, Francis Dodge
singing, Christmas Song, chorus; reci
tation, Hang up the Babies Stocking,
Belle Lake; recitation, Agnes Dunham
recitation, Frank Adley; Santa Claus
Song, Thelma Whitney; The Brownies,
Christmas, six little boys, two little
girls and Santa* Claus; recitation, The
Birds’ Christmas, Grace Rowe; Santa
Claus' Good Night, Flossie Dunham,
Following are the names of those who
contributed:
Ira Adley, 50; F, h
Litchfield 25; Mr. Mayo, 10; Lottie,
Reed, 10; Emma Ellsworth, 25; Mina
Rowe, 25; Lulie Heath, 25; Mrs. W. E.
Whitney, 25; Blanche Seavey, 25; Nel
lie
Willis, 10; John Sabine, 25
Linwood Reed, 25; Clark Ellsworth, 25;
Andrew Sawyer, 40; Percy Lovejoy, 25,
Frank Reed, 25; Frank Adley, 25; Emma Dunham, 25, Mrs. W. S. Heath, 25;
Alwyn Adley, 25.

a son of Conductor 2.14 1-4, by Election
By S. W. Parlin.
*vM^,2*£*-*^v*C*♦♦’
eer 125, price $3500; Barongale 2.111-4,
Horse breeders may learn a valuable
$
Come to OTTER POND CAMPS for
‘
|
by Baronmore 2.14 1-4,’ by Baron
%
MOOSE
BEAR
¥ lesson by carefully studying the lists o f Wilkes 2 18, price $3200; Captain Aub
the most noted public sales each year,
urey 2.07 1-4, by Peter the Great 2.07i*
DEER
BIRDS
A and comparing the prices received at 1-4, a son of Pilot Medium 1597, by
S
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, The Forks, Maine
V the latest sale with those o f the previ
Happy Medium 400, price $3150; Adbelous year for consignments from the
la Watts (1) 2.25 1-4, by Gen. Watts
same noted breeding establishments.
(3) 2.06 3-4, a son of Axworthy(3) 2.15The Old Glory sale, conducted by the
1-2, by Axtell (3) 2.12, price $2500;
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
Fasig Tipton company in New York
Solola 2.24 1-4, by Todd 2.14 3-4, a son
City, is the most important of the late
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
of Bingen 2.06 1-4, by May King 2.20,
fall
sales.
This
sale
is
held
annually
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo during the last week in November, and price $2300; Bon Voyage 2.08, by Ex
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
pedition 2.15 3-4, a son o f Electioneer
Lake Pailin and the 12 out ponds in the is attended by the most prominent
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
125, price $2250; Cotuit, by Cochato (3)
fishing the whole season The house and horsemen of America and Europe, who
camps are new and have all modern conven are present in person, or are represent 2,11 1-2, a son of Todd 2.14 3-4, by Bin
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
gen 2.06 1-4, price $2200; Bingerloch
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
ed by trusty agents, therefore anyone
(1), by Bingen 2.06 1-4, a son of May
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
who knows the character of the ani
tain climbing, automobiling. etc.
King 2 20, by Electioneer 125, price
mal, can get a fairly good idea of the
$2000, and Tilly Tipton p. 2.09 1-4, by
Jackman, Maine
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor.
G?* Write for booklet.
condition of the market from the
Ozono, a son of Moko 24457, by Baron
prices received.
Wilkes 218, price $2000.
the teacher, had to overcome, for a
Some of the animals sold at the re
great many of the children were ab
The two modern trotting families,
AT
cent Old Glory sale changed ownership
sent owing to illness, and some of the
that New England breeders are just
John ©arville’s (Samps things planned had to be given up. at the Old Glory sale o f 1912. Oae of now watching with the keenest inter
them was Junior Stokes (1) 2.26 1-4,
at Spring Lake
The beautiful, heavily laden tree was
est, are those founded by Bingen 2.06Salmon, square tailed and lalcetrout. My camps an attraction for young and old and that in 1912, when a yearling, brought
1-4 and Peter the Great 2.07 1-4. Sta
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
$2600. At the recent sale he brought
Sparing Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, when, at the, close of the program,
tisticians
have compiled a list of all
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
$1400. His sire is Peter the Great,
the trotters that each won $1000 or
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen Santa Claus appeared with his sack of
2.07
1-4,
and
his
dam
is
Tiliie
Thomp
ery and pare mountainair. Hay fever and malaria good things all but gone, the childen’s
more the past season. A careful ex
unknewn. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
son, (dam of Miss Stokes (3) 2.08 3-4)
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring cup of joy was full to overflowing.
amination of that list shows that 37 of
The Christmas tree and entertain
streams and ponds an* abundance of brook trout.
by Guy Wilkes 2.151-4. The stallion
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
the descendants of Bingen are among ment given by the Sunday school of
The program follows:
John Ward p. 2.05 3-4 was sold at the
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Irene Wing Old Glory sale of 1912 for $1950. At that number and the amount won by the Evangelical church Christmas night
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms Opening Address,
reasonable. Address for full particulars.
The largest was considered by all to be the “test
The Christmas Tree Sunday School the recent Old Glory sale he brought the 37 was $108,047.
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff, Me.
Boy,
Ivous Heath $800. He is 10 years old, was got by amount won by any one trotter ^during yet.” It certainly did credit to those
Lucille Noyes Bingen 2.06 1-4, and his dam was Am- the season was $24,498 and stands to who labored to make it a success. For
SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS.
In the Christmas Has Come,
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
the credit of Etawah, 2.07 1-2, a three- weeks the ladies of the church worked
The Good Little Sister,
Hemon S. Blackwell, Dallas, Maine
brette 2.25, a very richly bred daugh
Florence Heath ter of Baron Rogers 2.09 3-4, by Baron years-old great-grandson of Bingen heroically and spared no pains in thee
JIM POND G A M P S
2.06 1-4.
endeavor to “ make good.” The church
Ready For Santa Claus,
Wilkes 2.18.
IN DEADJRIVER REGION.
The number of the descendants of was crowded, a number standing ail
Roberta Wing
A greater number of noted winners Peter the Great 2.07 1-4 that won $1000 through the exercises which lastedover
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard Counting Eggs,
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
Dana Noyes and Florence Heath of rich futurity stakes has been bred or upwards each, was 14. The largest two hours. A good program was ren
at Walnut Hall Farm, Donerail, Ky., money winner o f the 14wasJudson
for booklet.
One Christmas Night, Evalyn Parker
dered in the form of recitations, read*
than at any other trotting-breeding es
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Girl 2.10 that won $19,260. The 14 ings, solos and addresses. Also a seiseThe American Stocking,
tablishment in the world; therefore a largest money winning descendants of
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.
; tion by the quartet.
Everybody in
Linwood Heath
Walnut Hall Farm consignment to the
Bingen 2.06 1-4 won $79,402 last season. town was remembered from the youngSanta Claus In Morocco,
public sales is studied with more inter
The time of the fastest heat trotted by est to the oldest, not alone the towns
Clarence Noyes
est by horsemen than any other. At
any descendant of Peter the Great people, but presents were given to a
Lambs of Jesus,
Eight Children
the recent Old Glory sale 27 yearlings
; 2.07 1-4 was 2.04 1-2, by Peter Volo, a number in Starbird's Corner, Freeman
The Pastor's Christmas,
from Walnut Hall Farm brought $6375,
two-years-old son of Peter the Great Center and Freeman. Nothing narrov
Lawrence Perry
H. M. C ASTN E R , Prop’r.
an average of $236.10 per head. Wal
i 2.07 1-4; and this is the world’ s cham ■or small about these people. Nothing
A Christmas Dilemna,
Mabel Wood
nut Hall 2.081-4 was the sire of 22 of
Portland,
Maine
pion record for a two-years-old. It is like salvation to enlarge one’s vision
Changing Color,
Edward Wood
these yearlings and the amount re
also the fastest mile ever trotted by and to broaden one’s horizon.
Four Children
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for Christmas Letters,
ceived for the 22 was $5335, an average
any descendant of Peter the Great
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport; The Kitten’s Christmas,
Irene Wing
of $242.50 each. Seventeen of the 22
Five Children
2.07 1-4. The time of the fastest mile HIS READY W IT WON PLACE
men. All farm, dairy products, pork The Red Fox,
were from dams that had not been de
and poultry from our own farm, enabl Go Tell the Story,
Florence Heath
trotted last season by any descendant
veloped and raced to records in stand
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, A Letter to Santa,
Lucille Noyes
of Bingen 2.061-4, to harness, was Under Prefecture In French Govern
ard time. The amount received for
ment Goes to Young Man With
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
1.591-4; to pole with running mate
Knights of Christian Courtesy,
those 17 was $4460, an average of
Smart Tongue.
American plan. Send for circular.
1.54 1-2, made by Uhlan 1.58, a son of
Nine Children
$262.50 each.
Bingen 2.06 1-4, and the fastest trotter
A Visit From St. Nicholas,
There Is now In the French Cba»
The amount received for the five that has yet been produced.
Hector Wood
Camps at Long
ber as attache of one of the Mials
yearlings which were from dams with
Jes’
’
Fore
Christmas,
Ivous
Heath
Pond.
Ma n y
terlal departments a young man who
Three Girls standard records was $875, an average
Colts, and aged horses also, should owes his position to his native emar.
out-lying ponds, Plum Pudding,
of $175 each. This shows conclusively
ness. He went up to Paris with alet
Write
S. C. HARDEN,
that though a youngster from a dam have plenty of pure fresh air. When
Miss Dollena White is visiting at N. with a standard record may look very animals are kept in dark, tightly closed ter of introduction to a minister aid
Rangeley, Maine
was received in the stereotyped fab
E. Wells’ this week.
attractive on paper, in a tabulated ped stalls they must breathe impure air, ion. He turned up at the departmet
The farmers are harvesting their ice. igree it has but little influence cn the and impure air constantly taken into daily. At length the minister noted
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Charles
Kenney is helping Chester price of her offspring in a sales ring the lungs, is sure to cause impure his pertinacity and by way of saying
Heart of the Ranffeleys. Beat fishing region.
Wing get his out.
Special Jane and September rates. Booklet.
when surrounded by men who are ex blood, which is a cause o f disease. something asked the young man If h*
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
Pure air is a better tonic than the best would like to have his photograph
Dr. A. T. Wing and Leon Wing were pert judges of trotting action, style,
i
of
condition powders and much less The present was accepted and the
and conformation. Such men are look
guests at C. A. Wing’s over Sunday.
DEAD RIVER REGION
expensive.
minister overwhelmed with thank*.
ing
for
race
winning
prospects,
and
un
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
George Hewey and little son of North
After receiving the photograph the
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca New Portland visited his sister, Mrs. less a youngster gives evidence of pos
Keep the icy spots covered with young man absented himself altoptl
sessing
race
winning
qualities,
when
tio j resort. Good fishing and hunting Alphonso Marden, over Christmas.
er from the bureau.
Two month
led into the sales ring, buyers pay but gravel, ashes or frozen horse excre elapsed .and then there was a chanft
rBCLion Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F
George Roberts has been visiting
little attention to the fast records of ment, in the yards where the unshod meeting in the street. The mtni*t*
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
friends in Temple.
their paternal and maternal ancestors. colts and brood mares are allowed to smiling, asked the suitor the cauieof
Miss Rose Wing, wh<f has been work
Shrewd horsemen, who furnish the run. Attention to this matter may his prolonged absence.
OUANANICHE LODGE,
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co., Me. ing at J. I. Hamden’s, has returned racing material for trotting sports, prevent serious and expensive acci
“ Mon Dleu, monsieur le Ministra'
World wide known for its famous fishing, home.
Her mother, Mrs. Morrell
was the reply, “ I had your photograpt
have learned that while many fast rec dents.
vacation and hunting country.
Norway Pines House and Camps, Dobsis Lake Wing, is taking her place.
and spoke to it, and that was enou£
ord mares have produced fast record
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
All are glad to know that Mrs. Wal
for me." “ And what did my ph')t0'
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
trotters, very many trotters from fast
All animals o f the horse kind should
machiuoa. From there
can take steamer to ter Heath is gaining.
graph do for you? What favor?” h
record mares have failed to win races, have exercise daily in the open air, ex
--any part of the lake territory. The best hunt
quired the minister. “ Oh, nothing, b
ing, fishing and vacation section of beautiful
or make fast records. The fastest rec cept in stormy weather. Horses are solutely nothing,” was the quick repl?
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G.
ROSE, Manager, Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
HE BROKE THE ENGAGEMENT ord mare that produced any yearling Inot injured by being used in stormy “ exactly as the original, so I knew&
April 1st.
*
in the Walnut Hall consignment, at the weather if they are not allowed to be resemblance was perfect.”
RANGELEY LAKES
Cruel Misunderstanding Disrupts Mat recent sale, was Lady Jones 2.07 1-4, come chilled by standing and are prop
The next day this youth of eni**
Camp Bemis, The Birches. The Barker, Write
and her yearling colt, Lord Jones, erly cared for when returned to their prise received his appointment,
rimonial Plans of Count and
for free circular.
Chicago Girl.
he is said to be named for an undk
number 227 in the sale catalogue, : stalls.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
prefecture.
brought $160. Navarch, number 222 in
VIA RUMFORO FALLS
The sudden death in New York of the sale catalogue, bay colt, standardBast Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly Sir Clifton Robinson,
“ the traction
--------------------------- ;j
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
bred and registered; sire Walnut Hall
SALEM
Take Kaiser to Task.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., king,” was being discussed in a New
2.08
1-4;
dam
Native
Beauty
(4)
2.27,
Upper Dam, Maine.
York club.
Emperor William of Germany
“ Sir Clifton Robinson,” said a New (a full sister of Native Belle (2) 2.07 3-4,
receipt of a singular petition forward
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
Dec.
29.
(3)2.06 1-2) by Moko 24457, sold for
ed to Berlin by the Passaic (N. 1)
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New York man, “ built miles and miles of
Milton Brackley is sick with pneu- Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
He $120, which is less than half the service
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, street railways In this country.
best trout fishing in Maine.
liked this country.
He especially fee of either Walnut Hall 2.08 1-4 or |monia.
to Animals. It calls attention to t&
*
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
liked our young men.
Mrs. Mary Plaisted has gone to Wil fact that “ in the fine equestriu
Moko 24457. The fastest trotter yet
“ I once heard him say that our bred at Walnut Hall Farm is the stallion ton to see her brother John Byron who statue of your majesty erected at ti»
RANGELEY LAKES.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot young men were not mercenary—that The Harvester 2.01, that holds the |is ill.
entrance to the new railway bridgeat
of Bald Mountain in a good fishing section. it was practically unknown for
an world’s champion record for trotting
Roy Ellsworth was home from Wil Cologne the tail of the horse K
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write American young man to marry for
docked.” The petition sets forth that
ton through the holidays.
for free circulars to
money. But a young forelgnei, he de stallions. The dam of The Harvester
“ your majesty Is no doubt awar«
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r.,
The
Christmas
tree
at
the
Evangeli
clared, would marry his grandmother 2.01 was a good-gaited, fast, natural
Bald Mountain,
Maine
that the docking of the horse’s
cal
church
was
much
enjoyed.
The
trotter,
but
she
was
not
developed
and
If there was a hundred a year In it.
constitutes one of the worst cruelties
CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the
program was very good; the tree was practiced on a dumb beast.” It adds;
“A Chicago woman on a liner, he raced to a fast record.
time to plan ycrnr 1914 outing. Why said, once remarked:
It looks on paper as though Joseph well filled with presents and the ; house “ In our humble opinion it would ^
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
“ ‘Yes, Mabel was engaged to be Beaudoin of Broughton, P. Q., who filled with people.
a mistake to leave the statue in
Camps reached same day from Boston.
The tree at the Union church was al present form. A beautiful long b11
Good trout fishing, mountain clirpbing, married to a handsome young count bought the stallion Sorrento Todd 2.11
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins. she met in Budapest last summer; for $875, secured the greatest bargain so a success, the decorations were pro might be put in the place of t*16
but there was a cruel misunderstand
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
of the late New York sale. He„is an nounced exceptionally fine; the gifts stump. Such an alteration would not
GUY CHADOURNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine ing.’
only add much to the beauty of the
“ ‘Indeed, how was that?’ asked an eight years old, 16 hand, 1200 pound son many, both useful and pretty. Following statue, but would also stop adverw
is
the
program
which
was
well
renof Todd 2.14 3 4, and his dam was the
other woman.
crltlclsrti regarding your majesty*
WINSHIP DISTRICT
“ ‘The count,’ was the reply, ‘un great brood mare Sorrento, the dam ! dered: Singing; Joy to the World, feelings toward a humane cause
by
chorus;
responsive
reading
and
derstood her father was a multimil of seven trotters with standard records,
The emperor has not yet replied t#
lionaire.’ ”
the fastest of which is Sorrento Todd prayer, by Rev. F. L. Litchfield; recita the petition.
December 29.
2.11. He is the best bred son o f Sorren tion, Our Presents, Myra Dunham;
A very successful Christmas tree and
Change of Scene.
recitation, Who Fiiled the Stocking,
to.
entertainment was held at the schoolNo Cause to Worry.
Nineteen horses brought $1000 or up Francis Lake; recitation, Three Cheers
Irritability is often cured by a
house, given by the pupils of the Win- change of scene. If a family could wards each, at the recent public sale in for old December, Howard Berry; song,
“ Theosophilus,’ said Mrs. Gossip,
ship school. The program was an ex separate for a day or so, many of the New York City, and nine o f the lot, Christmas Morn, Flossie and Agnes "just think: One-half the world doesn't
ceptionally fine one, considering the little annoyances would be cleared up each sold for $2000 or upwards; viz: Dunham; recitation, December, Willie know how the other half lives!’’ “NeT'
er mind, dear,” replied her long-suff^
difficulties that Miss Marion Sargent, by the happy reunion.
Neill 2.07 1-4, by Walnut Hall 2.08 1-4, Lake; recitation, Quite like a Stocking,
I log husband, “ that isn’t vour

|
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ley over Christmas where they are visited his mother, Esther J. Savage
working this winter.
over Saturday and Sunday.
School at No. 4 closed last week after
C. B. Savage visited his mother Suna term of 18 weeks, it being the fall i day, returning to Redington Monday
and winter term without a vacation, j where he is working for the winter.
The teacher Miss Gladys Wright re- ! Miss Lottie Record of Auburn is
turned to her home in Monmouth. |
j spending the holidays with her parents,
Florence Burrell vras nyt absent during i|Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Record.
the whole 18 weeks. Guy Burrell and j
Arthur Hobbs were only absent one- I
half day each.
EUSTIS
Peddler Winer was in town the first of
the week with a good line o f goods.
Dec. 22.
Thomas Tague had four oxen pass
Mrs. Ed Look has returned from
through town on their way to his logging Farmington-where she recently visited
camp above Eustis the first of the her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Yeaton.
week.
Joe Knowles and brother Leander,
An automobile from Farmington |also Post reporters and a moving pic
went to Eustis last Tuesday and went as ture man passed through this place Sat
far as Bigelow Wednesday in the snow urday, December 20 from King and
storm. From there the car was sent Bartlett where the former went to kill
home on the train.
a bear which he took in to kill.
Harry Hinds went to Bemis the first
Mrs. Leslie Caldwell and children are
of the weex to Burrell’s camp where he
visiting her brother, Wayne Fletcher
and L. T. Hinds have their horses
and family.
working.
Otho White and wife have come out
Mrs. Frank Burrell and family have
gone to Bemis where they will live the from Chain of Ponds and have gone to
visit the former’s mother, Mrs. Ellen
rest of the winter.
White at Allen McPherson’s.
Will Stubbs recently killed a pig
which he got in April and it weighed
MILE SQUARE
335 pounds; it was a Jersey pig.

9

EAST MADRID

For the

Dec. 29.
Dec. 18.
We wish one and all a very happy
There will be a Christmas entertain
New Year.
ment at the church on the evening of
On Christmas day nearly 40 friends
the 25th.
and neighbors gathered at the home of
Mrs. M. C. Gilmore has gone to Lew
HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA pos
Mr. and Mrs. N. D. Wing to celebrate
iston to visit her daughter, Mrs. L. A.
sesses the extracted values of the
the
day.
At
1
o’clock
they
sat
down
to
Wentworth. She intends to pass the
best vegetable remedies pre
a most bountiful picnic dinner; consist
winter there.
scribed by leading physicians.
ing of pork roasts, chickens, with all
That its formula has proved won
Arthur Howes passed through this
the fixins, potatoes, cakes of all kinds,
derfully potent is proved by its
village Sunday by auto. He has recent
also pies and puddings; one certainly
record of great success. For your
ly undergone an operation at the hos
had a full feeling when arising from
blood medicine get HOOD'S.
pital.
the table. After dinner the well laden
Charlie Smith is improving some
tree was stripped of its many beautiful
also sung alto and C- E. Crosi-imajt
from injuries received from a horse
and useful gifts, among which were
bass; Lord’s prayer by congregation;
kicking him in the side on Thanksgiv
fur caps, rocking chairs, bracelets,
reading, “ First Christmas Eve” by
ing day.
fur robes, besides many others which
Mrs* Elsie Moores; song, “ Old
are too numerous to mention. Need
Percy Norton of Anson is visiting
Santa Claus” by Blanch© Douglass,
less to say, everyone was well remem
relatives in town.
Evelyn Lufkin,, Loona Smith and
bered. Sociability reigned supreme.
Roy Chapman, Wilbur Smith, Phil
Beatrice Daileyi, EJ tella Smith) pre
Out of town guests were: Mr. and Mrs.
Hizelman and Carroll Collins are work
sided at the piano; recitation, two
Fred McLaughlin and Miss Cora, also
ing on lumber for Henry Oliver and
Christmases, Evelyn Lufkin; recita
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dyer and children
boarding themselves in one of the fish
tion, Christmas
Morning
Faye
all of Phillips.
bouses near old Boardman.
Smith;; song, “ A Lonely Cottagje by
School commenced last Monday after
Henry Lovejoy of New Sharon was
the Sea,” by Mrs- Ellen
Smith
one week’s vacation.
in town recently by auto.
and Mrs. Ida Berry; recitation, “ I
Royal Scribner has returned to his
Mrs. Henry Oliver and daughter
Cant and I’ll Try,” Elmer Ellsworth;
home in Stratton.
Miss Lottie, are visiting this week in
recitation, “ Ghristmasi Reminiscen
Colds are the style in town at pres
Norridgewock. Miss Sadie Witham
ces,” Estella Smith; recitation, “ The
ent.
is keeping house.
New
Mittens,'" Evan
Hinkley;
G. L. Savage made a business trip to
The schools are progressing finely.
Christmas caiol sung by Blanche
Madrid
one
day
last
week,
also
Solon
Prayer meeting this week at the par
Douglass and Leona Smith
with
Dec. 29.
Mecham and J. H. Welts.
sonage.
Dec. 29.
Efctell© Smith at the piano; recita
A
family
Christmas
tree
was
enjoyed
The
roads
were
in
such
fine
condition
Rev. Earle Bigelow has returned
tion,, “ Bessie’s Christmas! Dream,,”
Over a foot of snow fell December
at Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Worthley’s
that on December 23, Mr. and Mrs. F.
from Massachusetts.
23.
Blanche
Douglass;
-recitation,,
Thursday
evening.
The
following
H.
Thorpe
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
L.
Mrs. Viola Weston is improving a lit
“Christmas Story,”' Leona Smith;
Charles
Harnden
and
wife
and
child
Savage took a ride to Phillips in their
tle. She has been very low with heart people were present from Phillips:
of Rangeley are in town; Mr. Harnden automobile. They report it as fine dialogue, “ Christmas Belts,” Mrstrouble. Miss Chaplain, the nurse from Judge James Morrison, Mr. and Mrs.
Elsie Moores and Doris Lufkin; rec
J. Blaine Morrison and Mrs. Mary is buying fur.
autoing as they had seen this year.
Lewiston hospital is in attendance.
itation, Santa Claus, Beatrice Dail
Sylvester
Brothers
lost
a
horse
re
Gleason.
Santa
Claus
was
represented
Mrs. George Pettingill of Wilming
ey*
Then Messrs F. W. Chick and
ton, fylass., is at the Johnson home, by Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison assisted by cently.
-Subscribe now for the
Maine C. E* Moores took the presents
Mias
Verna
Danico
has
finished
work
Master
Herbert
Worthley.
called by the recent illness of her sis
Woods and get all of the
local from the tree, Fred
Richardson
ing at The Sargent and has returned to news.
ter, Mrs. V. A. J. Weston.
reading each name and th© Christher
home
at
Stratton.
Mrs. Lizzie Wilcox is assisting at
WEST NEW VINEYARD
Mrs. Carroll Leavitt and little girl
the Johnson farm.
visited her sister, Mrs. Cora Parnell at
j Stratton one day last week.
Mrs. Esther J. Savage is suffering
School is going to begin again MonSTRATTON.
from congestion of the blood in the i day December 29, with the same teach
head. She is a . little better at this ers as last term. Miss Weeks and
on
writing. Her many friends hope for a IGeorgie Smart. They have both re
Dec. 29.
The first real snow storm this winter speedy recovery. Aunt Esther is over turned from their vacation.
came Tuesday night, and Wednesday a. 80 years old.
Mrs. Eva Arnold is on the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hannagan of
n. about 15 inches of snow fell.
Mrs. Arthur Robertson took Christ
for
Mrs. Guy Jones went to Portland last Attleboro, Mass., are spending the mas dinner with Mr. George Fountain.
week for treatment of the eyes and to holidays with Mrs. Hannagan’sjmother,
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Daggett and
have some glasses fitted. She was ac Mrs. E. M. Pratt.
children spent Christmas day at Allen
Esther Pratt who has been caring for Durrell's on Eustis Ridge. John Bubier
companied by her grandmother Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Peck returned home Sunday, and wife also ate dinner there that
Frank Savage.
Mrs. A. B. Douglass and family left leaving both mother and son doing day.
Friday morning for Quebec, Canada, nicely.
P H A R M A C IST
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ricker of Flag
Edna Gates who is teaching in the staff and Warren Dyer and wife and
where they wiH spend the rest of the
Phillips, Maine
Hardy district spent Christmas with child also George Ricker and wife ate
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Gould visited her parents in Phillips.
Christmas dinner at Percy Day’s
Farmers’ 'Phone 33-3.
Urbun Savage and family of Phillips
at her father’s L. T. Hinds at RangeMrs. John Tissen has returned to the
Chimes after visiting in New York a
short time.
Mrs. Ned Sylvester has gone to An
mas maids, Evelyn Lufkin and Es
DISTRICT NO. 2
son to visit her parents.
tella Smith delivering them to the
persons for whom- they: were
in
i I ■1
;
Dec. 3,0,
The presents were numer
C. L* Hewey was the gue| t of his tended.
FREEMAN
son E. L* Hewey and family in Dry- ous and the tree was finely decorat
ed being arranged by the Christmas
den last week.
,
(
j j
Dec. 29.
Elsie
Little Z&lda. Harnden, who ha*s, committee consisting ©f
B. W. Pinkham, who is working for
The kidneys are for removing waste m atters
been very ill the past week we are Moor.es and Sarah Clark, it showed
C. V. Starbird at Strong, was at home glad to report as gaining.
great taste and skill on the part of
from the system .
These waste matters are
Sunday.
“ Joy to the World the
Mr. and Mrs. Elwin McLaughlin the ladie|3.
poisonous. W hen they are not promptly and com
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Pennell, who have
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs* Lord is Come” was then sung by
been stopping at Dr. C. W. Bell’s for a
pletely expelled from the body they clog other
David Haley.
,
(
,
|,! j< the choir and then the entertain
week returned home Friday last week.
In spite of bad
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Tooth-aiker
and ment was closed*
organs, interfering with their work. Therefore
Mr. Pennell went there for treatment
son Maurice were Christmans guests traveling it was one of the pleas
and is at this writing more comfort
kidney trouble often leads to other troubles— eye
of Mr. and Mrs* Bion Wing, also antest ever held in Madrid village.
able.
Mrs* Florence True and daughter
diseases, nervous affections, chronic headache,
On account of the recent severe Mary 0f Auburn*
, ^ | ![
AVON
rheumatism, neuralgia. N e g le ctin g your kidneys
storm the mail carrier failed to make
Mr* and Mrs. C* O. Dill and Mrhis
through
trip
Friday
and
Saturday
of
when there is anything the m atter w ith them is
and Mrs. Morrill Wing were Christ
Dec. 30.
1.
last week.
mas guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ashley
A. D- Sweet of Portland visited ihis
a serious thing.
About one and one-half feet of snow Wing.
uncle Timothy Sweet recently. Mr*
fell accompanied by a high wind which
Mrs. D- F. Moores, who has been
kept the road breaking teams busy for very sick at the home of F. H. Gard Sweet came to Stiong with the re
mains of his father Oscar Sweet,
several days.
,
en returned to her home in Far who for many years was a resident
There was no school in District No.
mington last Thursday. Mr- Moores of this townare we believe, a m ost effective rem edy for kidney ail
6, Starbird Corner, Wednesday owing to accompanied her hotoe.
Mr. and Mrs- Geo. Will
spent
ments and weaknesses o f all kinds. We make this state
the roughness of the day.
Leon Wing drove to Weld
the Christmas with, their daughter Mrs*
ment a fter long experience with other form s o f kidney
R. M. Pinkham has purchased a very last of the week*
His cousin Ab
pretty fox hound of Mr. Stuart, of ner Wing accompanied him home Wilber Greaton of Starks.
treatment. W e are confident that we are w ise in select
C. W* Cook, who works in the
Rangeley. This morning Monday, Mr. Sunday and is doing dental work at
ing as a rem edy that w e can recom m end, this one among
Huse
Spool and Bobbin mill at KingPinkham and said hound have started
the home of Bion Wingfield came home at Christmas and
the many that w e have for sale.
after the sly reynard and we expect
Mr. and Mrs. L. B- Field and sion
any minute to see him coming in with a Charles spent Christmas' day wilth with his family passed the day with
their daughter, Mrs. Harry Hunter
full game bag.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. HowardThey at the old Hunter farm in
South
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Brackley have also entertained Mr. and Mrs- F*
Strong.
It was a plea amtJ gath
returned
from
a
visit
with
Mrs.
BrackWe are so positive that Rexall Kidney Pills are unex
E. Howard of Strong and Mr- and ering, there being present all the
ley’s parents at Rangeley.
Mrs. Vance Whitney; of Madrid*
celled by any other similar form o f kidney rem edy, and
children and grandchildien o f Mr*
A very pleasant affair occurred at
The Misses. Stella and Mabel and Mrs. Wm- Hunter, also of Mr*
that they will do all we can claim, that we sell them with
the home of O. V. Will, December 25, Hutchins returned to
Farmington
Geo. Hartwell a
our ow n personal guarantee that they shall not cost the
where about 50 neighbors and friends Monday after spending the Christ and Mrs- Cookbrother of Mrs- Hunter was also
gathered
to
enjoy
a
Christmas
tree
and
user a cent if they fail to give entire satisfaction.
inas vacation of two weeks;, with
A bountiful
Christmas
entertainment. Everyone reports a de their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles present.
dinner was served and a well laden
lightful time.
Hutchins.
_
|
' [ J j |J J Christmas tree enjoyedNewman Durrell and family and W.
Farmers are beginning to think of
G. Durrell and wife of Strong drove to
the
ice crop.
Fremont Alien has
MADRID
SOLD O N LY A T
Freeman Xmas evening to attend the
already commenced harvesting his.
Christmas tree exercises.
Mrs- J. A* Norton’s mother, Mrs.
Dec. 29.
Several from this place went to
Hudson
is spending the winter with
The
Christmas
celebration
in
this
Salem Xmas evening.
village was held in the Grange hall her.
Wednesday evening, December 24.
COLDS TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY
THE
STORE
Whenever you write to one of our
F* W. Chick presided.
Following
Intelligent people ralize that common colds
Singing, “ Hark advertisers, don’t forget to mention
should be treated promptly. If there is sneezing was th,e program:
and chilliness with hoarseness, tickling throat
It is important ta
the Maine Woods.
and coughing, begin promptly the use of Foley’s The Herald Angels- Sing,” by
Honey and Tar Compound. It is effective, pleas choir
consisting o f Mrs. Ellen you to dp so; important to us and
ant to take, checks a cold, and stops the cough
t*
that causes loss of sleep and lowers the vital Smith and Miss Lucy Perry, sopra the advertiser naturally wants
resistance.
__ „
no; Mrs. Ida Berry at piano who know where you found his name.
R. H. PREBLE

Blood

SPECIAL PRICES

BOX STATIONERY

TEN DAYS.

E. H. WHITNEY,

FOR YOUR KIDNEYS.

REXALL KIDNEY PILLS

IF THEY FAIL— YOUR MONEY BACK

Price 50 cents.

R. H. PREBLE,
REXALL

PHILLIPS,

MAINE
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-------------------------------the World, Mrs. H. G* Winter; In
crew of twelve men cutting birchured two cords and four feet.
Francis Williams o f
Lex?,ng,.tc.n vocation, Rev. C* J.
Longley;
Mrs- C. D. Lander
passed
the
Christmjast Heascn with her farther at visited Lis aunts Mrs. Noah Cur greetiug, Evi© LongLey; recitation,
Ruby Adams;
singing,
Sunday
rier and Mrs. E. L- Vpse last w,eekRumford.
Stanton Carvllle of Spring' Lake school; recitation, Harold Winter;
Mrs. Lora McMullen is at home
Hortens©
Barden;
wa^ t'he guest of IBs sister, Miss recite Horns,
from; Massachusetts.
Students at Home for the Holidays Christine Mitchell received as a Lou Caj’vi'lle Christmas week. From Ellen Perry; dialogue, four girl%
Cpra Barden, Roxje Dnnton,
Horhere he will return to schoolfed er a ted ch ur ch .
Christmas present from- her grand
Brown Tail Moth Nests
Mrs* Miriam1 Russell o f WiltoniiJLs te.nse Bartdeai, Ncllfe Williamson;
father, Otis Hutchins, a small black the guest pf Mrs. Clias* Cham
recitation, Alone Cross; recitation,
Being Destroyed
and white Shetland ponyMi'- lain.
Phillis Rowe; recitation, Cora Bard
Melvin Shterburiue Hutchins, pas
H'utohiiins also gave his grandson,
The first basket (ball game * t en; recitation, Hildred Thompson;
tor.
Berne, recently a pair of steers(Speciafl to Maine W oods.)
this
season was- played. Friday night girl’s dialogue, Violet Wilber^ Sadie
Calendar fcr the first week in
Kingfieid, Dec. 30—The
drama
Miss Mildred Crocker o f Farming- at French’s Hail by the K* H. S. Anderson; Mairjori© Winter, Bertha
the New Year.
^ivem by» the Lajdies’ Aid
Friday ton is the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
Morrill; recitation,; Arnos Winter;
team) a nd the Alumni.
“ In the Beginning God ”
.evening was a success*, and every John Barcelow, remaining} over the
Percy Guyi Wilber and
Evelyn singing, Mrs* Al ward’s clasp; reci
Sunday, Jauuaiy 4: 10.45—Morning body took their parts exceedingly holidays.
Bertha Taylor pf Kingfieid
were tation, Laui-cnc© Cross; recitation,
worship.
Sermon “ Songs of the well and. .©specially George Darnell
Ben Spencer recently killed an 11 married at East New- Portland Dec. Cora Barden; girls’ dialogue^, Christ
Morning.’ ’
12.101
—Sunday
school- wiluoi appeared on the stage for the months’ pig which dressed 3L*
28, by Rev. Leonard- Iiutchim They mas Dolls, Sadie Bojcei, Ethel Per
7-30—People’s serv.ce.
Mus.-c* by first time.
pounds.
will reside at Bigelow where
Mr. ry, Rena Safford, Kathleen Longley,
the choial ©lubAddress “ Christ
Mrs. Blanche Small was called to
Phillis. Rowe, Nancy
Williamson,
Miss Bessie Howard was in town Wilber is station agent.
mas and New1 Year.”
Rumford Monday by
t»he sudden
Wesley
The Christmas exercises cominiene Iren© York; rec.tation,,
for several days this week from the
Monday, January "5:
7-30—Bible death) of her brother E- K. Martin Hilton House, Phillips wfhere she hrs ed in Kingfieid Wednesday, Christ W inter; recitation, Rena
Safford;
in Portland where he had employ
Winter;
study class.
mas eve with a Christmas ti ee and boya’ dialogue, Georgie
been working for some timement.
Mr. Martin was well known
Thursday, January 8:
7.30-—Mid
Norman Small of Farmington vis the following exerciser, by the Sun Fred ThompiScn, G3©n Adams, Elwin
week prayer meeting.
Subject here having run a bakery in King- ited relatives in town the latter ! day school, at Grace
Universalist Perry, FJoyd Ellis, Harold Winter;
Orren Tufts
Strength lor daily need. .
8-30— field for a year, leaving town about , part of the week.
church: Opening chorus, school; singing by the school.
app-eared
as
Santa
Claus.
The
Business meeting
of
Federated two years ago.
reading, Miss Flora Norton;
sougi,
Delmont Durrel’l returnjs to N.ew* j Frank Hutchins was at home from
church.
Methyl Morris; exercise, five little presents from the tre© were di 'trijbHarmony
for
Christmaston, Mass-, this week having passed
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Amo I have girls; recitation, Cl if.,©, d} Steven ; uted by the young men and young
a vacation of two- weeks w.th| his I
chorus, school; recitation, N yia Dol ladies.
moved into the Dr. Simmons’ rent.
M £ T H O J I S i t P l S U O P A L C H U H C H . ! parents, Mr. and Mrs- Harlan DurEarl Wing is at home for
the bier; recitation), Gtla<dys Eldridge;
rellHe is employed in the auto
Harry F. Beedy
Maud E. Beedy
solo, Mts. BaLey; rec tati-cn, Nina
holidays from Bangjor Law school.
h a r r y f. b e e d y & co.,
Bessie F* Crowell,
missionary* factory of the Stanley Brothers.
Fire Insurance Agency,
Mr- and Mrs. Frank Hutchins, Mis |Fish; recitation, Annie Crocker; re
Alfred Durrell and Delmont Durfrom India, pastorAgency Tor;
citation, Frances Dolbier;
duet,
Mabel
Hutch,ns
and
Elmer
Davis
The
Aetna of Hartfcd,
Sunday, January* :—Morning yvor- rell went to Madrid Thursday to at passed Christmas with relatives- at Johnnie Dolbier, Clifton Phillips;
The Home,
The Niavarn,
tend
the
Farmers’
Ballship 10.45*
Sumday
sctho-ol 12.
New York Underwriter’s Ajrency
recitation, Florence Coison; recita
The selectmen, are going over the North New Portland.
ot New York.
Evening prayer and praise service
tion, Della Moores; so o, Mrs. W alk
A
large
mystery
package
was
pre
Office at Residence,
7.30.
Epvmrth League devotional town destroying brown-tail moth sented to Mrs. Lucretia Savage on er; recitation, Chris ine Mitchell;
MAIN ST..
PHILLIPS. ME.
meeting at 7.
Junior
Epworth, , nests. ’ They have been about the JChristmas day by a
number of 1recitation, Warren Eldridge; song,
work three or four days aud report
League at 3.
Marie Merchant; cho. us. schoolneighbo.s
and
friends.
finding great quantities of them- :
Wednesday;, Jam- 7—Ladies’ pray- i
Mr- and Mrs. J- W- Jordan
of
Thursday evening there were spec
They ar© found chieily on
fruit,
er meeting at Mrs. Fred B©mis* 2.30.
ial
exercises and Christmas Lee at 1
Farmington
vis,ted
relatives
heie
cherry and elm trees.
This is the !
Headquarters for every*
Thursdayl, Jan- 8—The peoples’
the Bapt.'st and Evangelical church- [
first season that the nests
have j last week.
prayer meeting at 7.30*
es
by
the
Sunday
schools.
The
ex!
About
20
young
people
from
this,
thing
in the hardware line.
been found in town.
The Wit ham family partook of a village went to North N.ew Po.tland ercises at the Evangelical chapel Lum berm en’s Supplies,
the consisted pf: Congregational' - !ingChristmas dinner with Mrs. Florence Tuesday evening to attend
N 0 R IR PiilLLlP S
ing; scripture reading; prayer; rec
Blacksmiths’ Supplies,
Witham.
The Christmas- tree was j Grange drama and danceMrs. L. P. Hinds passed Christ itations, A Merry Christmas, Clair Doors, Windows, Stoves, Tinware,
at Allie With am’s. The out of town
Dec. 30.
|
guests -were Mr- and Mrs. Hiarryi mas with) her son -Lee Reed o f Far- [ Durrell; The Dream of the Christ Plumbing Goods, Sporting Gooda,
Robert L. Hart, who has been
mas Tree, Mildred W oodcock; song, Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Mureeco, etc.
Batchelder and daughter of Phillips mington.
visiting his aunt, Mrs.
Eugene I
Merry
Christmas, Pearl
Beedy; | Now is the time to do spring Painting,
Bernard
Taylor
was
at
Phillips
and Mrs. James Gates who wa out
Hinkley for the past four weeks re- |
reading, Blanche Strickland; Christ- i Repairing, etc.
from Grindstone pond camps for the from Wednesday to Sunday*
turned to his home in Lynn, Mas* ., j
Clark; duet, j
Mrs. Herbert Witham- and little mas Time, Erma
day.
W e buy for the lowest
last TuesdayDunton;
Falls George Crocker, Roxie
Mrs. Alice Myers and
daughter son Neil went to Livermore
Spot
Cash prices, and give
Mrs. Ina Davenport and children |Bessie entertained a number
of Tuesday to vis.t her brother Will dialogue, four girls, Kathleen Land
and Mrs. Daisy Hoill.s spent Christ guests Saturda evening at a Christ-1 Lamont where there was a gather ers, Mildred W oodcock, Anna Tay our customers the benefit of
mas week wLh their mother, Mrs. E mas tree and etertainment consist- , ing on Chri, tmas c f all the membeis lor, Beatrice Hutchins;
The Star
same.
Month, Florence
Blanchard;
A
R- Lander.
ing o f music, instrumental and v o  of her familyi
Mrs- Rachel Hinkley,
who has cal and several rec.tations and read- j A lunibernun working for T. B. Christmas Gift, Elizabeth TayJor;
Mc- dialogue,Lilia and Lena Packard; j
been confined to her bed for nearly ingsThe rooms w,ere pleasingly ; Tague by the name of Frank
Hufcc’hin; ; |
a year, was inaae glad on; C-iri t- decorated with the holiday emblems.. Bryan was arrested fo.” intoxication lullaby son®, Beatrice
Natures’
n.as day by ©chiving many beauti Refreshments were nuts and candy- by constable J- M. Dolbier Thursday Her Gift, Elsie Brooks;
Tree, John
Taylor;
ful cards a>hd o.her giftsThe guests we e O- C. Dolbier and noon and placed in the lock-up over Christmas
song,
Kathleen
Landers;
dialogue,
uightHe
had
a
hearing
Friday
family,
AE.
Savage
and
family,
O!
Twgnty-four of the friends
and
relatives of Mr. and Mrs- E. R- I. Landers and family, Mrs. Bertha morning before Justice O- C. Doi* five little girls, lim a Clarke, E li
bier and was fined $3 00 and costs zabeth, Taylor, E> ither TayJor, Lilia
Lander gathered at the r home on Taylor and family.
of making a total of $9.54 which he Packard, Lena Packaid; It Shall
Christmas day.
A pienic dinner i William- Ea:'le Hutchins son
Never Pass Away, PearJ Beedy; j
was served after which all gathered William H. Hutchins oi this town paidJ. H. Alward is lumbering for the song, Mildred W oodcock; dialogue, around the beautiful tree with its and Miss Cora Elizabeth Wi.liam. Ion
Packard; j
El- Huce Spool & Bobbin Company. He Ruth. Packard, Ellery
abundance of presents <bowing con of New Portland), daughter of
at quartet, O Starry Night, Woodcock
were
married bas started in to build camps
clusively that Santa Claus had a bridge Williamson
at
N©w Indian pond and expects ito ikave a family; Fill up Those Empty Stock- !
ALSO
good supply wltan he reached this Thursday, December 25
ings, Beatrice Hutchins; Christmas J
household.
Everyone was gener Portland by Rev. Leonard Hutchins
Furniture
o All Kinds
Bells, Evelyn Packard; male quar- |
reside at |
on ly remembered and a good time The bridal couple will
itet, Rev* G. H. Taylor, H©iatio
Kingfieid with M1’- Hutvhins’ paientr.
was enjoyed by a l .
How frtquently children sutler from Woodcock, Arthur Woodcock, George
The
students
at
home
for
the
j
Mrs. Margie Froi.k and children
worms th e y would take more precau Crocker; recitation, Annie Gilmore;
o f Farmington are
visiting her holidays are Miss Flora Norton of tion? against this common ailment of
Packard;
brother and wile, Mr. and Mrs. , Colby, J. .Glenwood Winter o f Bow- |childhood. Grown folks also have worms Chrii itn’ as Picture, Ella
Phillips,
Maine
very frtquently. Signs of duet, O Chime of Me.ry Joy Bells,
doin, Miss Madeleine Winter
and ;
Percy Voter.
and
worms
are:
Deranged
stom
Mrs. Woodcock, Sylvia W oodcock;
Mbs Miriam Schafer of Westbrook,
Mr- and Mrs. Clinton
Hamden |
ach, furred tongue, belch A Memory*, Sadie Hutchins;
STRONG - MAINE.
song,
Earland Winter, Laurence
Wood,
ing.
variable
appetite
in
were guests of Mr- and Mrs- Frank
Christ
<«
Running
the
World,
child
Orren Tults, Cu:rier Weymc.utli of
creased thirst, acid or heavy
Harnden last Sunday.
U. of Mbreath, nausea, enlarged ren; remarks h- pastor; distribution
Mrs- Clara Byron, who has been
'abdomen, variable bowel of gifts.
Arthur Brack ey of Strong
and
Traue Mark action, pale face of leaden
In Kingfieid with her son Orland Geo- Nottage of F^rmin^to-nf liave
The prog.am for Christmas night
tint, bluish rings around eyes, itching
Wholesale and Retail
for a number of weeks spent Christ packed and shipped for Hail
and of nostiils, languor, irritability, dis at. th*e Bapti t church was as fol
Leave your orders early for next
mas week with her brother, Leand" i Low,ell of Farmington the following turbed sleep, irregularity of pulse.
lows:
Instrumental music, Joy to winter’s supply. For prices apply to
er Gay of B.av hill.
She
will lots of apples which are good
for
Over 60 years ago my father discov
B E A L & M cLE ARY ,
spend the remainder of the winter this year:
Chas- Dolbier, 21 bar ered the foimula of Dr. True’ s El xir,
K or F r o s t
mill Chapped Skin
Office at Phillips Station.
in Drytdenrels; Bert Lander, 9;
Sumner the Family Laxative and Worm ExpelF o r fro s t bitten
ears, fin gers
and
ler. This remedy has a world wide
e s ; ch apped
hands and lips,
c h il
Winter, 17; Warren. Curiis, 25; Ed reputation as the one safe and reliable to
blains, co ld sores, red and ro u g h sk in s,
5000 Cords
win Ellis, 20, mostly Baldwin i ; odd remedy for w orms and stomach disord th ere is n o th in g to eq u a l B u ck le n ’ s
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulp*
A rn ica Salve.
Stops the pain a t on ce
M L BLUE AVON
lots, 8 ban elsers. At dealers’ . 35c, 50c, and $1 00. and heals q u ick ly. In e v e ry hom e th ere wood wanted, delivered at any
sh ou ld be a b o x handy a ll the tim e. on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. P
O. C- Record of West Kingfieid cut Advice free. Write me.
Best rem edy fo r a ll sk in diseases, it c h 
in g eczem a, tetter, piles, etc. 25c. A l) between Farmington axjd Rangeley
a rack maple tree on h s farm and
Dee. 29.
d
r u g g is ts or b y mail. H. E . B u ck len A between Strong and Salem.
& /v .
All were glad to see the snow piled it into cord wood which meas- Auburn, Maine
Co. 1'Iiilndelphia o r St. I.oiiin.
A . W . M c L e a r y , P h i l l i p s , Me.
as it will ttart business every
whereThe mill will start as s-oon
N'O Q U E S T IO N A B O U T IT.
as they can get in enough logs
to
saw.
Kimball’s Liver Pills Must Cure. I
Office over National Bank.
Mr* and Mrs. Charles Crocker .en
Liver .and Stomach Troubles or
tertained Mrs. Crocker’s v 0n
and
Phillips,
Maine.
They are Free.
,
** j
wife, Mr- and Mrs Will Giover and
Both 'Phones
daughter Marion, on Christmas day.
R H. Pr- ble continues to sell Phil
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Sampson en ips’ pe* pie wilt) Hie understanding
N tw Y ear’s Opening Tuesday, January 6th, 1914.
tertained their daughter and hus
hat. they po.-itively must cure liver and
band, Mr- and Mrs- Ard,?ne Pease of vomach trouble or they will not cost a
Experience has proven ihat
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
If you desire a Thorough Business Education anch a
Avon, W. E- Sampson, Macs Ada cent.
Liver and Stomach Pills cvne
Vining of Phillips and Colin Mac Kimball's
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
Position, attend this school.
Students admitt* d at any
iver ai d stomach trouble in io>ty-nine
kenzie of Bo te n on Christmas day. canes out of fifty.
That is a rem rkP H IL L IP S , - - - - MAINS
time. Further information given upon req test.
A queer phenomena was noticed in ahle statement considering' how diffi
cult
it
is
to
cure
liver
and
stomach
the sky Sunday, December 28, when
trouble, but the fact in the cas** can be
three sun dogs and three half rain easily
J. BLAINE MORRISON
verili cl, the e is every reason to
bows. were plainly visible
nearly h.ve c n fidcnce ' for Mr Preble •*ill
Please send me your College Catalog.
overhead and were in sight
some hand yen back your money without the
Law
'east hesitation should vm fail to b<
tlm.e.
Name
c
j
;
v
en*fit< d and cur*d. Y-ou will seen
Misis Irene Sampson of the Phil
Heal Block. Phil limn Fire and Life In»ar**«
marked improvement right away; al!
lips High, schorl is spending
her kinds of food can he eat°n freely and is
vacation with her paien'.s, Mr. and more easi'v digested There is no full
SL or R. F. D.
Stuti
ness nr distr ss after eating because
Mrs- Edgar SampsonKimball's Liver and Stomach Pills aid
the stomach to assimilate and digest
I T P A Y S T O A D V E R T IS E IN MAIN* the food and tones tin the liver. Asa
nerve tonic nothing in the world will do
DENTIST
W O O D S. L O W A D V E R T IS E ou so much good as Kimball’s Liver
Hours
8
to
12; 1 to 5.
Evenki** by
ING R A T E S .
and Stomach Tills.
appointment.

Cburcbes

CHRISTMAS
ENTERTAINMENTS

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
I
Mattresses,
Pillows.

IF MOTHERS ONLY KNEW

C. F. Chandler & Son,

COAL

BLISS

LEWISTON,

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

MAINE

D. R.

ROSS

Attorney - at -

Dr. VV. J. Carter,

BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.
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weeks with their sister and daugh fering from a severe c«ld the past many remembrances from those pres others from Rangeley found it poster,, Mrs. E- R. Sprague.
week.
f " ■*.*•1>• 1 1
Among those present were: si.ble to attend.
In all, this event
‘ I lent.
tThe Ladies’ Aid met this week, Raymond SfanMid,, Freda. Mitchell, proved the most sucicer sful of anyr
Those who attended services
at
the Methodist church la t Sunday Wednesday with Mrs. Gilbert Eus- \ivian Bates, Carrol Rounds, Hoi- thing previously attempted in this
morning and evening were not dis tis.
man Daggett, Mari or ( Ridhardison, district.
We hope Santa will come
A large mark down sale wa's held Bernard Tootihaker, Misses Charlotte again n e x t year,
appointed in the able address given
Friends Help to Make Birthday a by Mr. E. H- Emery of Sanford, one in the store of the late Anna C- and Bessie Burns, Marion, Presson. | Ervin, GetcteJ1 ,3
from, col.
The sale Neil Lu-ce.
of the secretaries of the Christian j Hunter last Tuesdays
At a late hour the lege for a short vacationHappy One
j was conducted by Mis- Ellen Kil- guests departed wishing him: many
Civic League.
Mrs- Gust Johnson, is ill with sore
Mrs- Maud Welch has been quite ; kenney and Mis® C anie Hunter. more happy birthdays
throatDr. Currier from Phillips
(Speoiail to Maine Woods.)
poorly the ipast week1The store is vacated now- as the rent
Among the recent guests at Hotel
was called Thursday(Doc. 30*. - Miss Ada Smith returned Sajtur- j I® to be occupied by the Tingleys strong are the folLowing: L
1
1.
MStrong—The Christmas entertain* day to Kingfi-eld where she began from Readfield
iMr. and Mrs. William Dickey left
Hanrionan, E- E. Cutler, C- C. W hit
ment and tree were held in the teaching Monday.
'Mrs. Sam Gilpian. has been very ney, E- HajSis-ett, Wan. L. Furangton, Saturday for Phillips where they
Coogregjational cl.u. eh. last Wednecs*
The village school® in this town ill the past wees, but -S somewhat |j . c . Qerryi, Ernestine Norton, T will cook in the woods for Dave
day evening, December 24. The en will begin Monday, January 5Murry.
better nojw.
! p. Cawley, J. F. Hulit,
A.
L.
tertainment in charge of Mrs. Fred
A fine organ has .been given the
Mrs. Hattie Johnson of
Hotel
Mrs. Nancy Toothaker is working Knight, Portland; Georgie B. Carpon
Look and Mrs. P. D. Stubbs
was Strong has been very ill the past
for Fred Daggett and son Holman ter, F. A Lawton, Phillips; S- T. school by the church of Rangeley.
much enjoyed.
The following
is weekShe is cared for by a train- during Mrs- Daggett’s absence in j Cobh, C- E. Totmarn, J- S. P. H. Wiil- ALl appreciate the gift very much
the program: anthem* choir;
A ed nurse.
Word has been son, F. C. Shaekford,
Her many friends hope Los Angeles, Cal.
Stella Getchell will leave Tuesday
Auburn;
Note to Santa Claus, E a.ie Ram®- for her speedy recovery.
received o f Mn . Daggett’s safe ar Lionel Allen, Stroicg; Blaine S. fdr Farmington where she will at*
dell; My Dolly, George,na
Sample;
Mrs. Anna Bangs is in very poor rival at California and that she en- j Vilas, F. A- Little, M. A- Noble, An- \tend Normal school thijs winterA Query, F lojd Brackley; Christmas health.
joyed the trip very much.
gu-sta; S- S. Loekyer, Berlin,
NExercise;, eight children; My Bask
Mists Laura Luce has so far1 ire*
Burchard Lock went to New Vine- H.; A- B. Sargent, W'. H. Hans.com,,
CARD OF T H A N K S .
et, Selma McPhail; song, Our First covered frotm her severe illness as to J ^ d Sunday to spend a few week® Carlton Rand, L. T. Hind , Strat
Glad Christmas M o u, . Augustus be ajble to walk out and call
on with his grandparents* Mr. and Mrs- ton; P Shupe, J. Smith, Dead RivRichardson, Theodore Conant; Old friends.
We wish to thank a 1 those who
\\ ar-ren Look and other r era jives.
er; Arthur E. Clougfi,, Ellsworth;
1
Santa Claus,, Helen Richards;
An
Mrs. Wilma Dodge of Freeman wts H. s . Hatch, C- M- Barker, H. B- assisted us during the ilmes® and
Walter Bradford was in Farming
Unconfirmed Rumor, Richard Bell; ton last Thursdays and ca.ied pn his in town Saturday and called on Dobson, Lewistcn;
Mrs. ^ LA. ! death of our dear mother and .grand
Two Christmas Stockings,
Lu-Cile parents, Mr- and Mrs. A. H. Bra-d- friends.
it y&s her first time out Wrighti, Burlington, V»t.; C.
T. ! mother- Also those who furnished
Smith,, Hilda Lewis; An Alarming ! ford.
since her recent severe illness.
Boothbay, Gorham; A. MRiggs, , the music and the beautiful flowers.
Posi ibility,
Be, nard
Kennedy ;
Mrs- May Lewis has been suffer Major G. P. Rogers, f e . c n ;
A. |MaY our Heavenly Father bestow
Fred Dodge o f Freeman was the
Sleighirg Song, children;
Grand recipient otf a fiife Chrt-tmas pres ing from a badly ulcerated tooth
M. Clark, H- L. Wilkins,, CC- his richest blessings upon you.
ma’s Christmas, Winona Ivnowltou; ent from his uncle Charles Dodge th»e past few- weeks.
Mr- aud Mrs. Won- H- Scam-mam
Jones, D. D- ’ Davis, H. S- Hat-ch,
Who Is It? Gtendon Brackley;
A I of Lo® Angeles, C a l, in the form
Mr. and Mns- Wm. T- Barbour
Miss Ada Smith v..sited Mrs- C- \ . s>cott Morrow, Farmintgton; Freemaai
Christmas Joke, Kathleen Mitchell, o f dried fruits* which Mr.
Richard and Ruth Scamman
Littlefield, Gardner; Fprrest
H.
Dodge Starbird a fe.w days last weekCrystel Robbins; Chris.m«a
Day, raisedWeld
1913
Z.
MVaughan
has
nnoved
his
Colby,
Bingbaim;
Guy
McVoy,KingThere were about nine
Sara Bell; The Old Way The Bet different varieties.
As will be re- family from “ Restmoie
Cottage” j field; L. R. Jordan, G. C. Austin,
ter, fi\e boys; A K tten’® Christ- membered Mr. and Mis- Dodge spent near Taylor Hill pond to their home \j. l . Jordan Ellis Fall
L.
L,
REACHING T H E SPOT.
ma , Percj Sanjpe; A Letter
To several weeks with, relatives
and here in the vil.agie.
Their many Cox, Eustis; Fred Timgley, ReadSanta Claus,, Kathleen
Mitchell; 1friends here last summer.
friends are g ad to welcome haem field.
Has Been Done, So Scores
Motion Soing, children; A
Young
Mr- and Mrs. Ralph Lewis of Uni-y back
Missies Iva and Ethel Whiting1
Santa, Galen EustisPhillips Citizens- Say.
are visiting his mother, Mrs. May
Roland Hinds, (who is, working for were .presented wit|h a piano by bter
Burt Welch, who came 1uesday fe Lewis and other relatives,
, his uncle, C. V. bta, bird spent a few parents, Mr- and Mrs. Roscoe W hit
spend a week with his parents, Mr.
To get rid of an aching back,
Mrs. Marie Harris and daughter days recently' wi h his patents, Mr. ingand Mrs- F- O. Welch, got a telep CryisUeen of Brunswick are in town, and Mr - Warren T. Hinds.
The sharii twinge®,
hone message front Everett Beedy the guests o f Mrs. Charles Allen
William Gjldsmirth is lumibering
The tired-out feelings,
at Phillips Thursday that they had and other relatives for a few weeks- ! on his- mountain lot recently pur
DALLAS
You must reach the spot—get at
got to return to Rumfoid
Friday
the ca<use.
Walter Bradford has been scrap- chased of Frank Butler o f Farming , i(
Dec- 29m-orjoing to pack up their tools and ing a large field of ice on the river ton.
In many oases ’tis the kidneys.
Mr. Goldsmith is assisted in
The lumbeimen were very glad
go to Win^hrop Saturday morning ready for harvesting.
his lumbering operations by Carroll to see the snow.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for weak
Nearly 14 inches
to begin work for the H- P. Cum
kidney’s.
E. A. Mjaines o f Orono, formerly Laddcame in the la,' t snowfallmings Construction Co- They have principal o f the High school;,
W illie Vining sta, ted for Lowell,
Phillips citizens testify.
is
Th-e ficLool has closed for thle
been working several months on a spending a few days with friends Mai s., Wednesdayi morning,
where winfer.
John A. Fraser, Phillips, Me., says:
A Christmas! tree and en
concrete bridge at Rumford which is in town.
he expects to be engaged in the tertainment were held at the school- ‘‘About teln years ago I had rheu
370 feet long], built in eeven sec
Mr- Vining house the afternoon before Christ matic pains and I suffered a great
Mis® Winnie Hunter has returned automobile businesstions.
The pain® were in. my back
to her home in Phillips after visit expects to mpve his family there masThe room was prettily dec deal.
Rev. W. P. Holman was called to ing her sister, Mrs- Eaufe Kingsley. soon.
orated, and the tree well loaded with’ and limibs and sometimes I thought I
New Vineyard last Friday t.o attend
Mrs- Dell Trask of
Farmington gifts for all.
The secre
Rev- T- B. Brtler, pastor erf the
Mias Maude Soule ■could not endure1them.
the funeral of the infant son. of Mr. Cougiegational churtch, preached a spent a few days recently with Mrs. of Rangeley was at the head of the tions from jhy kidney® were in bad
and Mrs- Dana Newell.
I tried many ways to get
gift department and sur.elyi brought shape.
fine sermon last Sun_ay afternoon Elbridge ViningMrs. Ella Grover Dow of Phillips to a large and apipre.i t,ve audience.
(The handsome now home of Mr. joy to many little heai/ts with the relkf, but nothing helped me until I
h visiting friends in town.
Word has been received from Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Leighton was the Inumerous surpr ses.
Mr. and Mrs. got Doan’s Kidney Pills at Cragin’s
Dr- Gerald Clifford Pf Hpulton and Mrs- G«>:ge Porter and son scene of a very pfeasant
occasion william True also gave presents for ; Drug store (now Preble’s Drug store)
and Donald Cliffo. d of
Winthrop Richard Presson, that they are Monday evening, December 29 where each one and thus helped in mak- and began using them
It did not
visited their sister, Mrs. MA- very pleasantly and happilyt settled they entertained a party of friends jng, a Merry Christina® for all the take them long to rid me of tha
Wild a few days recently.
A fine program consist trouble.”
at HE Montgomery st-, Johnstown, in honor of their son Chester, it children.
Rev- W. P- Holman is in Wilton N. Y. VTheir many friend® are being his bi tlhcayThe evening
0j» gongs, exarci£>es andi recitaFor sale by all dealers.
.Price 50
and Dixfiekl this week for a few pleased to know they are all very was very pl,eai amly spent in p laj1" |Hons was given by the school under cents.
Foster-M.ilburn Co. Buffalo,
dajs. Mr. Holman’s father is in well this winter.
ing flinchDur ng the evening
direction of the teacher, Stella New York, sole agents for the Uniihe
very .poor health.
Santa Olauls, was pres- States.
Mrs. A- C. Robbini?, has been suf- refreshments were served consist- GetchellMias Lou Foster and her mother,
ing of cocoa, assorted takes
and ent much to the delight o f
the
Remember the name—Doan’s—•
Mre.- Foster returned to their home
T H E C H RISTM AS D IN N E R .
fancy crackers. Mr. Leighton had children.
Mis® Soule a,ud several and take no other.
In s p ite o f the fa c t th a t the w ord
Saturday morning, after passing two

CHRISTMAS

EXERCISES HELD

A DIFFERENCE IN WORKING HOURS
A man’s working- day ia 8 hours. Hia body or
gans must work perfectly 24 hours to keep him
lit for 8 hours work, weak, sore, inactive kid
neys can not do it. They must be sound and
healthily active all the time. Foley Kidi.ey Pills
Will make them so- You cannot take them into
your system without good re >ults following.
R. H. PREBLE
A d v t.

M

u

v

w

x

x
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d y sp ep sia m eans lite r a lly bad c o o k
it w ill n ot be fa ir fo r m a n y to lay the
blam e on the c o o k if th ey b eg in the
C h ristm as D in n er w ith lit tle a p p etite
and end it w ith d istress or nausea. It
m ay n ot be fa ir fo r any to do th at—
let us hope so fo r the sa k e o f the c o o k !
The disea se d y sp ep sia in d ica tes a bad
stom ach , th a t is a w ea k
stom ach,
rath er than a bad co o k , and fo r a w eak
stom a ch th ere is n o th in g else eaual to
H ood ’s S a rsa p a rilla.
It
g iv e s
the
stom a ch v ig o r and tone, cu res d y sp ep 
sia, cre a te s app etite, and m akes ea tin g
the p lea su re it sh ou ld be.

s

The Light to
Children should never study under a
poor light— it strains the eyes and
the ill effects may be permanent
The best lamp for reading, and lor all
other home uses— for all the family - is the
R A Y O . Its light is soft, clear and steady.
The R A Y O lamp, is strong, attractive and
durable. Can be lighted without removing
chimney or shade— easy to r wick.
1
R A Y O costs little, but y o u can 't buy better
at any price.
Your dealer keeps the R A Y O —
ask to see it.

DISCOVERY COMES AFTER
YEARS.

£000

Since the earliest days of medicine
chemists have been trying to take the
taste out of castor oil.
The secret has at last been discov
ered by Spencer Kellogg & Sons of
Buffalo, who are am -ng the largest
producers and refiners of vegetable oils
in the world. They have removed the
castor oil taste, and smell, too, purify
ing the oil and making it better and
more effective. Nothing is added to it,
nothing good taken out of it.
Kellogg’s Taste’ess Castor Oil is
tasteless in the true sense. Even chil
dren take it easily, for all the nauseat
ing effect is removed
Sold now at all drug stores in 25c and
50c sizes. Ask for Kellogg’s Tasteless
Castor Oil by name, for there are sev
eral preparations of castor oil, mixed
and flavored, which are not tasteless
and do not act as well.
The public is protected by the trade
mark, a green castor leaf, bearing the
STRO
signature, Kellogg’s.
Made only bv Spencer Kellogg &
Sons, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., refiners of *94
vegetable oils.
■
I M M iiliiiillil

S T A N D A R D O IL C O .
of hew fork

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

Buffalo House Takes th,e Tas'te Out
of Castor OilJ.

This is the time for

Watkins Liniment
and Cough Remedy.

L PAPER
For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

. DYER'S,
M AINE. I

NG,

TO PIANO BUYERS
1 have the same piano for from $50 to $75 less
than city concerns get out of you with “ highest
awards” , “ 108 checks” , “ club sales” , etc., etc.

Over 1,000 satisfied
customers in Franklin County.

See me before you buy-not after.

ERNEST L. MILLS,
THE

W A T K IN S M A N

Pleasant St..,

Phillips, Me.

CK AS. W. NORTON,
C h u rch

■>

F a rm in g to n ,

M a in e

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE,

JANUARY 1, 1914.

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
OVERCOATS

A few more of
those

$12.00

and

$12.50 overcoats to
close at $10.00.
Then we have a
nice assortment o f
the

belted

back

models at $15.00,
$17.00, $18.00 and
$20.00. Black Ker
sey overcoats with
velvet collar, $10.00
and $15.00.
Boys’

overcoats

$3.00 to $6.00.

AT THE

CLOTHING
STORE

D. F. HOYT,
No. 5 Beal Block,
Phillips, Maine

Mr- and Mrs- Charles.1Howard had
Misses Laura aa<i Leone Lawton,
Mr.
twin granddaughters of Mr. and Mr as guests on Christmas day*
F. A- Lawton, returned from Gardi Howard’s parents from Strong, Mrner with, them; where Mr- and Mrs. and Mrs. F- E. Howard, Mrui How
ard’s parents, Mr .and Mrs. Levi
Lawton went to spend ChriJ itnuasWe are glad to report that Mrs. Field and sister and husband), Mr.
N- P. Noble is improving in health. and Mrs- Vance Whitney o f Madrid
She was able to s.t up a short and brother Charles FieldWill Davenport wlho moved
his
time on Monday for the first time
family from.' Madrid to Ddixfield re
since her illness.
Messrs Andrew Sweet of Portland cently, is employed in the spool
, ; • i,
and Diah Sweet of Strong were in mill there.
A.
G.
Cronkjhite,
the
jeweler,
G- A.
town Sunday calling pn relatives.
Bean,
the
grocer
and
RHPreble
George Huff who has been em
ployed in Berlin^, N. H- is in town, the druggist have distributed; some
and we understand will work at the veryt handsome calendars.
Charles Hammons is employed at
Bearce -mill this winter.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F- Chandler were the Elmwood.
Edgar R. Toothaker* the grocer,
in Strong for the day Sunday, guest
of Mr. and Mrs- Harry Chandlerhas gotten out some uuite elabor
W.- E. Stuart o f Southwest Harbor ate calendars, two sizes, one being
He alfe© has
supplied his
joined his wife in Phillips last week 18x24.
for a short vacation.
Mr. Stuart customers With, a telephone direct
will be remembered as a former ory iwjhich they find very conven
principal in the High school here. ient.
Charles Toothaker who has been
They returned to their home Tues
employed at the office o f the rail
day noon.
Dr. E. H- Bennett o f Lubec was a road shops for W. H- Caswell hasrecent guest for a day of his daugh finished work thereter, Mrs. R. H. PrebleWe are pleased to report
that
J- Scott Brackett went to Massa Mrs. Fred Morton who has been ill
chusetts Wednesday morning for a for several weeks past is now able
week’s visit with]
relatives)
and to sit up much of the time but not
friends.
From there he will return able to be around the house very
muchto Bowdoin next MondayMr. and Mrs- Harry Allen
and
Miss Hilda Goodwin o f FanningMrs. Winfield Vining of Strong were ton has been the guest of friends
guests last week o f friends in town- ^ tc>Win the
week.
Mrs. Lionel Alien and two childTJle
^ r meet,
o f th 4Cio,g,-s
ren o f Strong retuned home last Daughters was held with Mrs- Maud1
Friday after a few days with rela- * Beedy, Friday* evening, Dec. 19. The
tives in Phillips.
Mr. Allen wa's
nominating commi ttee composed of
also in town for a day.
Miss Cora Wheeler, Mrs. Bertha
Mr. and Mrs- Percy Kinney
of
Chandler and Mrs. Maude Beedy,
Waterville and little daughter, Nath
reported as fallows for officers1 and
alie, have been been recent guests
committees for the next six months:
of Mrs. Kinney’s parems* Mr. and |
President, Mis. Mary McKenzie; vi.te
Airs. H. J- Hesocok.
president, Mrs- Evelyn Currier;
Mrs- Will Dill who was a com 
treasurer, Mrs. Nan Leavitt; secre
positor in this office several years
tary, Mrs. Ida H ersey; executive
ago, is again setting type for a
committee, Mir-s. Alary McKenzie*,
few weeksMrs- Louise
Beal, Mrs- Emma
Clarence Huff o f Strong
has
Greenwood; entertainment, Mrs. Albe©n visiting relatives in town for a
R. Keyes, Miss Blanche Kenniston,
week past.
Mrs- Edith Hadey; finance* Mrs.
Air- and Mrs. Carroll Noyes spent
Milia Ross, Mrtiu Lucy Brackett, Mrs.
Christmas at Farmington with his
Maude Bteedy; flower, Mrs. Lydia
mother, Mrs- Lester Sprague.
Hamden*, Mrs. Lillian Hoyt, iM-nsAnnouncements have been receiv
Bertha Chandler; lookout, Mrs. Eva
ed in Phillips o f the marriage
of
Toothaker, Mrs, Etta Smith, Mrs.
William Thomas Soule, Jr-, to Miss
Marcia Leavitt; visiting, Miss Cora
Mabel Adelaide Filoon, on Friday,
Wheeler* Mrs. Lena Reed, MrsDecember 26 at at Brockton, Masts.
Josephine Larrabe©Refra ihments
Mr- Soule is the son of Mr. and Mrs'of pop corn, apples and candy Were
William T, Soule, Mrs. Soule being
served and a, .very pleasant evening
Myra Cummings before her marriage
passedand well known in town. The groom
The meeting of the Ladies’ So
has /been in the Klondike reigon
cial
Union wild be held with Mrs- D.
for some years*
Edwin Wells has been a
recent F- Field next Tuesday afternoon,
It is hoped there will
guest o f h,is brothers, Me ers. N. E- January! 6.
be a good attendance as it is the
and Fred Welds in town.
The Christmas Present d u b had a annual election of officers, hearing
very pleasant meeting with Mrs- N. reports, etcH- Harnden last Tuesday afternoon.
The installation of the officers
The hostess served delicious
re of Hope Rebekah Lodge wil-l be hold
freshments.
Mbs). H. W. True January 9.
The commatitee for the
will entertain in two weeksevening are Carolyn Keyets,
Sadie
Davis, Hazed Leavitt, Hazel Webber
and Tressie Carroll.
WONDERFUL. COUGH REM EDY
Dr. K in g ’s N ew D is co v e ry is k n ow n
ev e ry w h e re as the rem edy w h ich w ill
s u rely s top a co u g h or co ld D. P. L a w son
o f K idson,
Tenft. w r ite s :
“ D r.
K in g ’s N ew D is co v e ry is the m ost w o n 
d e r fu l cou gh , cold and th ro a t and lu n g
m edicin e I ever so ld in m y store. It

I
j
I
I

N OTICE.

Sedgeley 8- Go.
GOLD SEAL .

When you need a good w earing rubber buy the Gold
Seal.

MOCCASINS
RUBBERS
M en’ s leather top,

WHO

ABSOLUTE

Agency for Universal

CONSIDER)

SAFETY

FIRSTJ

OUR C A P IT A L AN D SURPLUS

Steam Laundry.

OF

$110,000.00

GUARANTEES

T H A T S A F E T Y , AN D OUR
T E R E 8 T R A T E 18 T H E

Open Saturday
Evenings.

IN-

i

THE "MISCHIEF QUARTETTE” AND IT’ S
WORK.
Each year the month of January numbers its
list of victims from influenza, la grippe, bron
chitis and pneumonia. The prompt use of Fol
ey’s Honey and Tar Compound will cheek the
onset of a cold and stop a cough, preventing the
development to more serious conditions. Keep it
on hand.
R. H. PREBLE

HIGH j

E 8 T R A T E C O N 8 I8 T E N T W ITH )

B R E A K F A S T FOODS

8UC H S A F E T Y .

Phillips

National

Bank
%

PHILLIPS,

TEAS, COFFEES
AND COCOAS
at

MAINE
MMM

TO OTH AK ER ’ S
CASH STORE

$2.25, $2.50, $3.00, $3.75, $4.25, $4.50

OVERSHOES
$ 2.00
2.50
3.50
2.25

M en’ s 4-buckle overshoes,
M en’ s 4-buckle, first quality,
M en’s all rubber. Gold Seal overshoes,
Ladies’ 3-buckle overshoes,

FELTS
$2.50 to $4,00
50c, 75c and $

M en’ s fe lt boots and rubbers,
Ladies’ gaiters,

1.00

SHOES
Ladies' warm shoes,
M en’ s fe lt shoes,

$1.25
2.00

GLOVES AND MITTENS
Ladies’ fu r lined gloves and m ittens,

$3.50

BLANKETS AND PUFFS
75 cents, $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 and $3.50

Blankets,
Puffs,

VIRGINIA TEMPLE SHOES
Black and Tan
$3.00 and $3.50.
Ladies' Storm Boots $3.00.

Men’s Home Knit Hose, 60c a pair.
A ll Wool Caribou Y a rn , $1.00 a pound.
BUTTERICK PATTERNS IN STOCK

C. M. HOYT
Farmers' telephone

No. 2 Beal Block,

^

Phillips, Me.

I shall sell the remainder

Home Canned

U n m o P o n n a /1

Greens, Peas, Beans and
Mustard Pickles.

sell,s nowithout
anv
tio u b le a t,bent‘
all. A
It1 needs
gu arantee.
This is true, b eca u se Dr. K in g ’s N ew
D is co v e ry w ill reliev e the m ost o b s ti
nate
of
cou g h s
and
cold s. L u n g
trou b les q u ic k ly h elp ed b y its use. Y ou
shou ld keep a b o ttle in the h ou se at
a ll tim es fo r a ll the m em bers o f the
fam ily. 50c. and $1.00. A ll D ru g g is ts or
b y m ail. H. E. Bucklen & Co. l'Uiladelpiiia or St. Louis.

POSITORS

$2.00
$3.00 and 3.50

M en’s high moccasins,
M en’ s moccasins with tap,

I
I

Owner o f Depof fit Book No- 1365,
issued by
Savings
* the Kingfield
Bank, has notified said Bank
In
writing that said book is lost, and
that sbe desires to have a duplicate
book of deposit issued to her. No
tice is hereby given that if such
missing deposit book ie not present
Advt ed to) the undersigned* treasurer of
said Bank within six months after
the last advertisement in this paper
that a duplicate book o f deposit
1> will be issued.
i
j ,
W E S O L IC IT T H E P A T R O N 
i
H* S. Wing, Treas.'
AGE OF T H A T CLASS ®F DE-J

I

A new barrel of

Pickled Salmon
AND

of my

9

i■1Winter Hosiery, at
i
i
U nderw ear and Millinery

i

reduced prices.

MRS. J. C. TIRRELL,

Salt Mackerel
Sauerkraut

■

PHILLIPS,

-

MAINE.

m

YOU WILL FIND

10c lb. 3 lbs. 25c.

i BEAN’S ICANNED

a nice new line of

:

;

Phone 39-12

Q

GOODS

AT

JANUARY SALE OF W ATCHES!

B. S. B E E D Y ’S

Did someone forget to give you a
watch or did you forget to buy one for
somebody? Now is your chance. By
co-operation with the factories we have
been able to arrange for this sale.

The Grocer’ s.

NOTICE

Please address all communications
to
New Sharon, Maine and receive
First callers have first choice, so call
prompt and careful attention.
early.

A . G. C R O N K H IT E ,
PHILLIPS,

-

-

-

M A IN E

SUBSCRIBE N OW FOR M A IN E
WOODS AN D READ A L L T H E
L O C A L NEWS.

FRANK F. GRAVES,
R eg istered Optometrist

------------------------- --------You want to advertise where y«*
can get the best results from money
expended.

T r y Maine W o o d s .

